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PREFACE
Most of my life I have been very much inter-
ested in correct speaking and writing, and some
years ago I had arrived at the point where I felt
able to decide exactly what was the correct usage
in almost any instance which was submitted to me
for judgment. In a word, I was the typical
schoolma'am, fairly bristling with pedantry.
This condition lasted until fairly recently,
I cannot remember what planted my first
doubts, but at any rate, some little time elapsed
before I had any strong conviction that something
"was rotten in Denmark." I should not be sur-
prised to discover that it was Curme's College
English Grammar
,
or it may have been Jespersen f s
Growth and Structure of the English Language
which first threw a doubt into my mind as to the
validity or finality of my decisions. Both of
these books came into my hands about five years
ago.
It was not, however, until I began to study
with Professor Marshall Ferrin at the College of
Liberal Arts at Boston University that I felt
the world of grammar slipping from under my feet.
f
At firat I smiled at Professor Perrin's point of
view; I thought he was merely facetious; I ut-
terly fniled to get the significance of his seem-
ingly innocent questions. He would ask, "How
many of you say this?", or "What do they say in
your part of the country?" or again, "How many
of you have he?rd that expression?", "How many
remember your Mother snying thus and so?" More
puzzling still, he actually seemed interested in
the answers and would write down the figures rep-
resenting a show of hands. Then he might remark,
"Well, that's coning, I guess," or "I'm afraid we
have lost that construction," and once in a while
with a gesture of regret, he would comment, "It's
too bad that old form has gone," and would proceed
to tbe next point.
At the end of the summer session, I distinct-
ly felt the challenge to either vindicate or re-
form my point of view; for grammar to me has al-
ways been a matter of genuine interest and pride.
The result of the first reaction to that impulse
appeared as a term paper in a Seminar in Advanced
English Grammar
, in which, undoubtedly, I swung
too far in the direction of radicalism, although
I felt I could well afford to assume such a point
of view for the purposes of experimentation; but

now I am convinced of the wisdom of keeping the
middle ground in grammar teaching.
Yet I think that to specify ,1ust what is the
middle ground in any ins tr nee La to fall into the
same dogmatism of which the overconservative
grammarian undoubtedly has been guilty. Therefore,
while agreeing with Krapp that nine-tenths of our
expression is not troublesome, I have not hesi-
tated to present radical and conservative opinions
side by side in certain controversial issues,
trusting that the one will temper the other.
I intend to continue my research, to cover a
somewhat wider range of subject matter, and to
gather still further historical background; and
to become more observant of literary and collo-
quial usage, so that within the next two or three
years, I may be able to embody my findings in a
text for the use of Teachers' Colleges and Normal
Schools
.
My thanks are particularly due to Professor
Marshall Perrin for his stimulating lectures and
personal suggestions; to Professor George Franklin
for his patience in those confusing months when I
did not know what stand I should take; and lastly,
to Professor Thomas R. Mather under whose guidance
this thesis has been prepared. I also feel a per-

aonal indebtedness to those authors who have been
my chief resource, foremost of whom is Otto Jes-
persen.
Marion G. Fottler
March 31, 1930
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LIBERALIZING THE GRAMMARIAN
INTRODUCTION . This paper is addressed to
that great body of teachers whose duty It Is to
present English Grammar in the elementary and
secondary schools, buch a teacher I myself have
been, and thus know from experience that in-
structors in grammar generally have little more
to convey to their pupils than that body of in-
1
formation which they themselves acquired long ago
in approximately the same grades as those they
now te~ch.
Every year finds the subject matter of their
courses a little more cut and dried, and their
presentation a little more perfunctory; until, at
length, they have no hesitancy in pronouncing off-
hand just what is and what is not the correct
usage according to some elementary grammar, by
whose dicta both they and their charges abide in
utter ignorance of their linguistic limitations.
For, strange as it may seem to some, these
"grammarians," along with the authors on whom
they lean, have been subjected to a great deal
Gummere , Francis B., What Place Has Old Eng-
lish Philology in Elementary Schools ?
p.p. 170-77.
4\
1
of adverse criticism. Indeed, it is quite as if
they, zealous as they are, were the arch foes of
the cause of good English. In view of the wide
divergence between what they intend to do and
what they are accused of actually doing, does it
not behoove them to investigate the situation
from the standpoint of the linguistic philologist
who, as the professional man of linguistics, feels
called upon to censure not only those who under
the school of naturalists utterly neglect grammar
teaching, but also those who, in his opinion, are
2
guilty of "school-mastering" the language?
THE SCOPE OF THIS PAPER . "What, in a word,
would the linguistic philologist have one do?"
would seem a pertinent question for any school
teacher to ask at this point. Let us attempt an
answer. First, he would like them to become ac-
quainted with a few general linguistic theories;
secondly, he would have them go somewhat into the
3
history of the English language; thirdly, he
would like to restate for them the problem of
good usage, so that they might be clear as to
T~. McKnlght, George, Conservatism in American
Speech
,
p. 11
2. Lounsbury , Thomas R., The Standard of Usage
in English
,
p. 147
5. G-ummere, Francis B., op. cit. p. 170

the relation of grammar to the whole field of
language, and so that they might henceforth ,1udge
language usage by valid rather than invalid cri-
teria; fourthly, he would like to discuss some
salient points in grammatical usage as they crop
up in elementary instruction, with the hope of
deepening their background as far as these parti-
culars are concerned, and finally, he would like
to redirect their attention to the general stream
of linguistics, summarizing for them the forces
which are today retarding or accelerating the
drift of English. It is such a survey that this
paper in a very limited way ventures to under-
take.

SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF LINGUISTIC THEORIES
THE RELATION OP LANGUAGE TO LIFE. Many
things, true and false, have been said about lan-
guage; yet no one seems to dispute the statement
that language reflects the spirit of those Indi-
1
viduals and groups who speak It. In your own
class-rooms you describe the language of the
rough or the refined, the dull or the bright, the
child-like or the precocious, by the very same
epithets which you would use to characterize
their personalities as a whole. Likewise, there
is, all the way through the course of civiliza-
tion, a close correspondence between the language
2
of a people and its life; for the same forces op-
erate upon speech as upon the many other phases
3
of conduct.
THE SOCIAL CHARACTER OF LANGUAGE . Thus lan-
guage is a social instrument; for no individual
or nation lives, in space or time, completely
isolated. Hence, we should take into account not
1. Jespersen, Otto, Progress in Language etc.,
p. 330
2. Roemer, Jean, Origins of the English Peoples
etc., p.p. vii-vm
3. Lounsbury, Thomas R., Fundamental Conceptions ,
etc., p. 4

only the speech of our neighbors, but also that
1
of our nncestors. Further, we should assume the
responsibility for our own language, not regard-
ing it as a purely personal possession which can
be thrown out capriciously into a callous world;
but, on the contrary, recognizing it as a force
which is, whether we will it or not, helping to
mold contemporary speech.
LANGUAGE AS A CODE . Any language is, first
of all, a code; that is, a means of communication
through the use of signals or symbols which con-
vey a given message from the sender to the re-
ceiver. As such, its prime requisite is that it
be adequate to insure understanding. Beyond that
language may seem optional; yet in reality it is
largely circumscribed, in that it is conditioned
2
by both sender and receiver, and by the import
of the message itself.
Language is only one code out of many, for
the symbols man may use for communication may
vary widely, with the occasion. A frown or a
shrug may serve some purposes acceptably; "a nod,
a beck, a wreathed smile" others; wig-wag sig-
nals, fraternal grips, convent bells, still
others; but, admittedly such "codes" are not pre-
T~. Krapp, George Philip, The Knowledge of English
,
p. 55
2. Ibid, p. 57
t
else, complete or universal In their functioning.
Indeed, any r«ttempt at communion tion without the
use of words Is at best inexact and fragmentary
;
hence not the ideal code of civilized men. Never
theless, these non-verbal symbols may well be em-
ployed to supplement the code of words, and ac-
tually, their use has no inconsiderable effect
upon language. Yet the school teacher with her
demand for complete sentences in both oral and
written recitations takes them not into account;
but, on the contrary
,
proceeds as though the
class-room existed apart from life.
A SUMMARY OF THE PURPOSE OF LANGUAGE . To
sum up then, language is one of the chief means
a people has with which to communicate not only
useful facts, but also the most abstract concep-
tions. Be it lofty or base, what language shall
convey, as well as how it shall convey it, lies
with the people who use it. Thus in evaluating
language there is no gainsaying the dictum of
1
Sayce that the better adapted a language is to
express thought the better language it is.
THE EVOLUTION OF LANGUAGE . The serious
study of language requires such profound scien-
~T~. Jespersen, op. cit
. ,
pT 133 (on which he
quotes Sayce.)

tifio research that few men in any generation are
capable of making noteworthy contributions. Yet
the historical or comparative method Is the only
one which yields significant results.
Although it is evident that few of us may
claim sufficient scholarship to rank as experts,
nothing need prevent us from humbly and humanly
approaching the teaching of language, for we may
avail ourselves of the research of scholars and
we are in an especially favorable position for
the observation of the language of children.
Otto Jespersen, whose book, Progress in
Language with Specia 1 Reference to English you
may wish to study, if not own, says:
"Here in the child's first purposeless
murmuring, crowing and babbling we
have real nature sounds; here we may
expect to find some clue to the infancy
of the race."
It is important to know something of the lan-
guage of primitive man, for only by so doing may
we determine the relation of primitive languages
to civilized ones,
THE UNIVERSALITY OF LANGUAGE CHANGE .
Throughout the ages life and language have been
2
in process of change. In some periods the stream
Tl Jespersen, op . cit
. ,
p. 336.
2. Lounsbury, Thomas R
.
, The Standards of Usage
in English, p. 8.
t
8has moved faster than at others; yet on the whole,
its flow has been so sluggish that we school
teacm rs have failed to notice any movement in
our own day which would justify our making changes
in our teaching; in fact, we have mistaken the
relative fixity of usage for an absolute one. V/e
have not asked as the philologists have, "In what
direction is language evolving?"
THE DIRECTION OF CHANGE IN LANGUAGE . Jesper-
sen's answer to this question is quite the reverse
of that of his most noteworthy predecessor, August
2
Schleicher. Although in this paper only the
briefest of summaries of the opposing theories of
these two men can be given, the outcome of the
discussion is vital in establishing the proper
attitude on the part of teachers toward current
tendencies to change in English.
Those who believed as Schleicher did saw in
highly inflected, polysyllabic languages, such as
Greek and Latin, with their terminations to ex-
press such verbal properties as case, number,
gender, tense, person and voice, the very acme
of linguistic perfection - the "flower of lan-
Jespersen, op. cit
.
,
p. 3
Ibid, p. 4 cites Schleicher's Sprachver-
gleichende Untersuchengeschichte
,
ranging
from 1848 to 1865.

guage"; consequently, they regarded the wearing
nway of inflections as signs of degeneracy in a
language, and opposed this "decoy" with all their
might. Having placed inflected languages at the
top of the scale, what was more natural than for
them to place analytic, monosyllabic languages
at the foot? (To provide f or a large interme-
1
diate group was, of course, proper.)
This view, reflecting as it did the high
homage paid by scholars to the classics, was ab-
solutely unfounded historically. Jespersen has
established the fact that primitive languages are
not monosyllabic (as Schleicher claimed) but
polysyllabic. In observing the language of the
savage of today he finds a speech "passionately
2 3
agitated", "musical", and expressive of "youth-
4
ful hilarity"; yet one, withal, that is "clumsy
5
and unwieldy" - a language similar to that of
6
young children, more concrete than abstract. In
the realm of primitive man, language subserves
chiefly the purposes of gregariousness , with
joyous, lilting prodigality - "more sound than
Tl Jespersen, op. cit., p. "5"
2. Ibid, p. 542
3. Ibid, p. 342
4. Ibid, p. 349
5. Ibid, p. 59
6. Ibid, p.p. 24, 59
4
1
sense." Yet, since it conveys the message of the
sender - Is his code - the receiver realizes that
it is worth the effort necessary to comprehend
2
its meaning. Through the process of imitation,
both the child and the savage learn to make their
speech subservient to expedient conventions, some
of which may eventually appear as inflections,
Jespersen shows that to express these con-
ventions by inflections is less advanced than by
some other methods (of which we shall speak later)
because more civilized people, rather than less,
speak monosyllabic languages. These old, mono-
syllabic languages, of which Chinese and English
are outstanding examples, are characteristically
composed of words whose inflections have been
3
worn away until only the "root" remains.
The grammar of primitive language is much
more complex than that of analytic language. The
primitive language has manv forms where the ana-
4
lytic language has one. The more primitive the
language, the more definite are the exact mean-
ing and significance of its modifications of form
to express meaning; while the more advanced the
T~. Jespersen, op. cit
. ,
p. 336
2. Krapp, op. cit., p. 37
3. Jespersen, op. cit., p. 114
4. Ibid, p.p. 345-6
4
language, the more likelihood there is of these
forms being confused, obliterated, Imored - and
finally dropped. The entangled language has be-
come sin pie,
SUBSTITUTES i-'Pn' .1 iv ELECTION . But how, one
may ask, does it come about that inflections can
be sacrificed without sacrificing meaning?
Briefly and inevitably, because the meaning could
be and is indicated by other devices, notably,
(1) by employing word tones, (2) by developing
word auxiliaries, and relation words and (3) by
fixing word order.
THE RELATION OF WO FD TONES TO LEVELING .
Since English is not so highly developed in the
1
use of word tone as a substitute for inflection
as Chinese is or the Scandinavian languages are
we shall pass the use of word-tone by; merely
noting it as one of the most subtle and expedi-
2
ent means of accomplishing the very desirable
end of analytic languages.
THE RELATION OF AUXILIARIES AND E:1PTY WORDS
TO LEVELING . Much more evident in English is the
use of auxiliaries; for with every loss of in-
flections there is a corresponding gain in the
Tl Jespersen, op. cit
. ,
p.p. 87-8
2. Greig, J. Y. T., Breaking Priscian f s Head
,
p. 37
4
1
use of these little words, Including the preposi-
tions, the auxiliary verbs, groupings of pronouns,
2
and others, which help the word which has been
shorn of its inflections to convey its meaning,
by properly relating it to the rest of the sen-
tence; but whatever meaning they themselves may
be said to have is either slight or comparatively
3
abstract
.
THE RELATION OF WORD ORDER TO LEVELING. In
earlier stages of language word order was much
freer than it is at present in English; but as
Jespersen points out, our language could not
well have dispensed with inflections if word or-
der had not at the time of dropping the inflec-
4
tion been at least somewhat stable. In fact,
5
certain groups have long been fixed. Nowadays
we are very likely to observe the subject-
predicate-object order; we also generally place
an adjective before its noun, an adverb as near
as possible to the word it modifies, a preposi-
tion before the noun it governs. If we make
some exceptions, as in placing the verb before
T~, Jespersen, op . cit
.
,
p. 24
2 . Ibid
5. Ibid
4. Ibid, p. 97
5. Kelner, Leon, Historical Outline of English
Syntax, p. 15
f
the subject in an imperative or interrogative
sentence, or if we recognize that certain adject-
ives normally follow their substantives, none
the less we realize that these particular inver-
1
sions too are traditional - fixed. All these
conventions help us to determine without inflec-
tions what the relations between the elements of
the sentence are.
Jespersen has anticipated the person who
nay query, "Can you prove that a fixed order is
better than a free order?" by saying, in effect,
t >at while a free order may at first seem to be
an advantage to the speaker; it actually is not,
for since it is more difficult of comprehension
to the hearer, the speaker must go to greater
2
lengths to make himself clear.
THE EVALUATION OF PRESENT DAY ENGLISH .
English, as we have indicated, is, in its usual
haphazard manner, slowly losing some of its few
remaining inflections; but, history shows us
3
that we need never expect it to lose them all.
But incidentally, if it did, have you thought
what would become of the disciplinary value
Long, Mason, A College Grammar, p.p» 293-
302
2. Jespersen, op. cit., p. 99
3. Krapp, Knowledge of English, p. 117

which the youngster derives from keeping who and
whom each in its proper place or what would be-
come of our vaunted language superiority if the
man in the street or his progeny could not find
the ghost of an excuse for saying _I done it ?
But seriously, can we afford to .loin forces
1
with those writers of a former period, Beattie,
Bowlder, Landor, Lord Orrery, and Swift, who
thought that English Was degenerating at such a
rate that those of our own time would find their
works quite obsolete? No; for we have seen that
there was no such danger.
Would we not find it equally difficult, in
the light of what we have just reviewed, to en-
2
dorse the following utterance by Oliphant:
"Unhappily, we English have been busy,
for the last four hundred years,
clipping and paring down our inflec-
tions, until very few of them are
left to us. Of all Europeans we have
been the greatest sinners in this way.'
But, are we ready to go to the other extreme
to join the heretical John Greig in labelling
3
these inflections the "flummeries of accidence",
to be shaken off as soon as possible? Greig
4
taken his stand squarely for he says:
1^ Lounsbury, Thomas R., op. cit., p.p. 29-37
2. Oliphant, F. L. Kington, The Old and Hiddie
English
,
p. 5
3. Greig, op. cit., p. 15
4. Ibid, p. 53

"As to English accidence, reform Is
bound to come slowly at bent, but any-
thing we can do to hasten it will be a
public benefnotion. For though English
has pot rid of most of the inflections
that burdened its youth, a few still
remain, and of these the majority could
be discarded without loss."
"If we should so label inflections", you ask,
"what shall we do about the matter in the class-
room? Shall we let little Johnny say without cor-
rection, ' these kind of flowers ' when he presents
us with the rarest blooms from his mother's gar-
den? Is Mary likely to get into college if she
indulges habitually in such expressions as 'be-
tween you and I 1 or 'me and you a in '
t
going'?"
This is a practical question which we must
answer fairly before we finish, even although
Jespersen has no doubt in his own mind as to
1
whether or not the sum of changes in our language
2
is to be termed "growth or decay", languages as
3
a rule are "progressive or regressive", or "mod-
ern English is superior or inferior to primitive
4
Arian.
"
In the meantime, let us give due weight to
his enumeration of the points in which "the gram-
matical system of modern English is preferable to
Jespersen, op. cit., p. 5
2.
5.
4.
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

16
1
that of our remote ancestors:
"its forms are generally shorter;
there are not so ninny of them to bur-
den the memory; their formation and
use present fewer irregularities;
their more abstract character assists
materially in facilitating expression,
and makes it possible to do away with
the repetitions of languages which de-
mand 'concord 1 .
"
Y~. Jespersen, op . cit., p. 39

A BRIEF HISTORICAL SKETCH OF ENGLISH
THE VALUE OF HISTORICAL STUDY . In order to
comprehend our present language status, as well
as to understand the changes that are taking place
under our eyes, and to forecast the general future
of our tongue, the comparative philologist admon-
ishes us to look into the background of English.
This advice holds good both as regards a general
survey, on the one hand, and the more minute
study of any particular instance, on the other,
THE FLACE OF ENGLISH . English, like most
of the languages of Europe, belongs to the Arian
(otherwise known as Indo-European, or Indo-C-er-
manic) group. The original home of the Asians
is not known, but the present tendency is to seek
it in Europe. Arian is sometimes called the par-
ent stock of these modern languages; but it is
probably more accurate to conceive of the Arian
group of peoples as having at one period occupied
a common territory, and then, as having scattered
over Eurasia and continued the development of
their language in many places, and in more,
cI
18
rather than less, isolation from their erst-while
1
brethren.
The Germanic languages, forming one group of
the Indo-European family, are themselves divided
into three groups, North, East, and West; the V/est
Ger i: n is further subdivided into high and low.
It is to the latter branch, low German, that Eng-
lish belongs.
The Germanic group may be differentiated
from the others by what is known as the "conso-
nant shift" - a change of certain consonants to
certain others - p to f for instance. There was
also an old stress shift, which gave uniformity
to the placing of the accent on the first sylla-
ble. But although the significance of these
shifts is tremendous to etymologists, the matter
may detain the casual student no longer than to
note that these changes took place in pre-his-
toric times, and on the continent of Europe,
rather than in the British Isles,
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN ENGLAND . Taken as
a whole, the history of English language in Eng-
land is divided into three periods: 449 A. D.
to 1100, Old English; from 1100-1500, Middle
T~, Jespersen, Growth and Structure of the Eng-
lish Language, p. 19
(
1
English; nnd since 1T>00, Modern English; but some-
2
times more divisions are recognized.
ENGLISH ON TiiE CONTINENT . We must not lose
sight, however, of the fact that much which is
very significant in the formation and growth of
our language took place before the dawn of his-
tory in England, and antedated the oldest extant
specimen of writing by at least three hundred
years. Moreover, the study of Old English was
3
not undertaken until the seventeenth century.
At that time, a little band of scholars became
interested in studying the language of Alfred
4
the Great. Let us look back in imagination at
what they saw.
THE PERIOD OF OLD ENGLISH. To begin with,
they did not find a language altogether, although
it was largely, homogeneous; for, already words
from three or four sources were in currency:
Celtic or British, Latin, Anglo-Saxon, and Dan-
ish.
EARLY LATIN CONTRIBUTIONS . Caesar had in-
vaded Britain in 55 B. C, finding certain Cel-
tic tribes, all of whom belonged to the Celtic
T~. International Encyclopedia
^
"English Lan-
guage t!
2. Encyclopedia Britannica
,
"English Language"
3. International Encyclopedia
,
"English Lan-
guage71
4. Encyclopedia Britannica
,
"English Language"
I
branch of the Indo-Germanic family, Inhabiting
it. Although Rome did not at that period see fit
to turn her energies to complete the conquest of
Britain, nevertheless, from this early Roman in-
vasion a few words came into the language through
the Celts. These words were concrete, simple -s
to pronunciation, and nearly always technical*
They were learned in an oral manner as is shown
by their forms. Jespersen undertakes to list a
score or so of the early Latin loan-words in
1
their present forms, and to these may be added,
2
possibly, a few others. Latin words also crept
in through other agencies, some few like chalk
5
and mint from contact with Teutons on the Conti-
nent, about one hundred forty from the introduc-
4
tion of Christianity into Kent (597 A. D
. )
,
and some in other ways during the four hundred
years of Roman occupation in England. It is
still an open question as to the significance
of Roman influence on the native language of
5
of the time.
Jespersen, The Growth and Structure of the
English Language
,
p. 31-2
2. International Encyclopedia
,
"English Language"
5. TBTcI
4. Jespersen, Growth and Structure etc., p. 41
5. Cf. Jespersen, Growth and Structure p.3Exwith
Encyclopedia Britannica, "English Language"
»
THE ANGLO-SAXON INVASION . The native Briton3
were warred upon by other Celtic groups, notably
the Picts and Scots, and were thus prompted ( in
the fifth century, to seek protection against
their northern enemies from the Teutons, who even-
tually came to be regarded not as their saviors,
but as their destroyers. The Teutonic tribes
were said by Bede to be, and are commonly thought
of as being, the Angles, from whom England took
1 2
its name, the Saxons and the Jutes; but the pre-
cise make-up of these groups is still in ques-
3
tion. Certainly there is room for belief that
4
it included many Frisians, whose tongue so much
more nearly resembled English than did any other,
that Frisian today is sometimes called Continen-
5
tal English.
ENGLAND AND ENGLISH IN THE REIGN OF AETHEL-
BERT. At the time when Aethelbert was King of
Kent three groups of Teutons occupied England;
the Angles in the North, comprising the Northum-
brians and the Mercians, who were the most cul-
TT McKnight, G . H
. ,
English words and Their
Background
,
p. 83
2. Jespersen, Growth and Structure etc., p. 34
3. Encycloped is~Br i tan i
c
a~
,
"English Language"
4. MCftnight, G. H.
,
op. cit. p. 83
5. International Encyclopedia
,
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cCI
tured of these early peoples; the Saxons in the
West and South; and the Jutes in the South, par-
ticulrrly Kent.
There were two dialects spoken chiefly,
1
designated ps the Northern and the Southern; or
as Northumbrian and Kentish; and to these may be
2 3
added two more, Mercian and West Saxon. These
dialects kept on developing changes subject to
the modifying influences of climate and circum-
4
stance; such factors including conspicuously
first, length of time, and secondly remoteness
5
of place. The language of the north was harsher,
"and that by a gradual progression than that
6
spoken in the Southern districts."
These peoples had not borrowed much from the
British vocabulary, probably because they dis-
7
dained the language of their slaves, but a few
geographical names survive, Aberdeen and Inchcape
8
for instance, and somewhat under ten nouns, many
Tl Jespersen, op. cit . above , (who here follows
Windisch) p. 38
2. Noble, Charles, The Story of English Speech
,
p. 58
3. Ibid, p. 37
4. Harrison, Matthew, The Rise
,
Progress and
Present Structure of the ^ng 1 ish Langua ge
,
p. 57 ~
~
5. Roemer, Jean, op. cit., p. 24
6. Harrison, op. cit., p. 57
7. Jespersen, Growth and Structure of English
Language
,
p. 38
8. International Encyclopedia
,
"English Language
gives the following taken from Skeat : down
,
cart, mattock, bannock.

of which cnn be fairly doubted as having been
1
originally British.
THE DANISH INVASION. In the eighth century
England suffered from the depredations of the
Danes to an extent heretofore unexperienced by
the inhabitants, and for a reason which is still
unknown. V.'essex rlone was able to withstsnd the
onslaught. Dane and Soxon were both strong men
of one stock, and of similar tradition and lan-
guage. Hence it was that, at first, there was
a mutual admiration for bravery, even a toler-
ance for the attacks; but, at length, there de-
veloped the fiercest of combats* Finally, after
a year in which six pitched battles were won by
Alfred the Great, there followed a peace of four
years' duration, accompanied by a commingling of
races. As the Danes took Saxon wives, and, settl-
ing down, lost their power and inclination for
quick movement up and down the coast, there came
2,5
a real union of peoples and languages.
CULTURE UNDER ALFRED . Alfred, in the peace
that followed, set about to restore and promote
culture by having Latin books translated, im-
Tl Gardiner, Students history of England ,- (who
follows Freeman) gives dovJn
,
curd
,
cart
,
Pony. p . 35
2. Jespersen, op. cit
. ,
p. 61
3. McKnight, op. cit., p. 102
II
porting scholars from Ireland, W©le3 and the Con-
tinent, setting scribes to work on the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle
,
collecting the heroic poeras of the pre-
ceding centuries, and starting schools. After his
death, in 901 A. D., his work wa3 continued for
half a century by his three sons.
THE DANISH SUPREMACY . In 878, however, Al-
fred was obliged to recognize in the Treaty of
iVedmore, the Danish supremacy over two -thirds of
England. Furthermore, it was the Danish king,
Canute, who eventually brought about the unity
of England, which existed when the Battle of Sen-
lac (Hastings) in 1066, gave the country into
1
the hands of the Normans.
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE VEST SAXON DIALECT .
By this time the dialect of //essex, the recognized
2
center of England, had become the standard of the
land. It was practically although not wholly ho-
mogeneous. The Celtic influence had. been mini-
mized by the banishment of most of the Celts to
Ireland, Cornwall, and Wales ; the Latin influence
was largely confined to grammatical construction;
and the Danish influence was chiefly seen in the
levelling of inflections. None the less, merely
T7 McKnight, op. cit
. ,
"pT 100
2 * International ^ncyyclopedia
,
"English Language"
r
because the Saxon "word -hoard" was the dominant
one, we must not fall into the error of believing
that the Latin and Danish influences were sliht;
indeed, quite the contrary is true.
Let us postpone our further discussion of
Latin influence, and proceed to look into the
counter-aspects of the Danish invasion in its
effect on English language and literature.
THE DAMES IN ANGLIA , The Danes were as
fierce a Teutonic tribe as the earlier invaders
had been when they came to Britain, and entering
Northern England, among the cultivated Angles,
they burned and pillaged without stint or re-
morse. Abbeys and libraries were ruthlessly
devastated, and along with the buildings all the
precious Northumbrian manuscripts, so that today
all that remains of the original Northumbrian
dialect is nine lines of Caedmon incorporated
into 3ede's history. However, Alfred had had
much of the Northumbrian literature translated
into West Saxon; thus promoting the substitution
of West Saxon for Northumbrian as the literary
1
dialect of the Old English period.
However, the Danish influence was not
1. Noble, op. cit., p. 41

wholly destructive in the widest sense of the
word. The fact that the .Danes settled in England,
and spoke a similar language accounts for the
blending of Anglo-Saxon and Danish* Moreover
the impact of these two tongues, particularly in
that they were similar, gave a great impetus to
1
the breaking dov/n of inflections; in fact, it
must have deepened considerably that internal
cause of levelling, the incongruities and incon-
sistencies of the Anflo-Saxon system of inflex-
ional endings.
3
"This", says Noble, "is the situation
at the middle of the eleventh century
before the appearance of the strong
Norman-French influences which brought
about the great changes of the Middle
English Period."
THE LINGUISTIC BACKGROUND OF NORMAN -FRENCH
.
Nor was the language of the Norman -French alto-
gether un -Teutonic in its heritage. The Normans
had been Scandinavian vikings, who had settled
in the French province which afterward bore their
name. They, like the Danes in England, adopted
the language of their new home. But what lan-
guage is ever adopted by an incoming race with-
out some considerable alteration?
XI Jesper'sen, The Progress of Language
,
p^ 173
2. Ibid, p.p. 1776-7
3. Noble, op. cit., p. 41
•I
m
THE PKK-CQNyUKST DTOUENCE OF THE N OH MANS .
Even before the Norman Conquest some Norman words
had been introduced into ^n//lish; but by the
rei^n of Edward the Confessor they numbered about
1
one hundred fifty. Indeed, we are entirely justi
fied in assuming a good deal of interchange of
various social interests between the two coun-
tries, making for a somewhat gradual transition,
THE MIDDLE ENGLISH PERIOD . The year 1066
marks the Norman Conquest; 1100 may be accepted
as the approximate end of the Old English period;
and 1120 saw the departure from this world of the
generation which had witnessed the Norman Con-
quest. Thus faded out the remnant of the liter-
2
ate element of old English society. During this
time Norman French had been stubbornly resisted
by the English, especially in the North; there-
fore its influence had been largely limited.
THE SEMI -SAXON PERIOD . The first period of
Middle English, called Semi-Saxon, was a period
3
of transition and confusion. In contrast to the
Old English period whose language was on the
whole homogeneous, it had to undertake the task
XI Oli pliant, 'J-'. L. Kington, The Old and Middle
English
, p . 240
2. Encyclopedia Britannica
,
"English Language"
3. International Encyclopedia
,
"English Language

of standardizing throo ho tororeneou^ olorvjM nr:
,
Latin, French, and An// lo -Saxon , of which last
there were many dialects.
THE IKFLUaNCK OF LATIN . Slowly gathering
impetus, Latin became not only the language of
the learned professions, but served as a medium
of communication upon occasion between all who
could not be considered illiterate. Latin was
the language of the law. It was used in the
records of guilds and trade companies. Indeed,
most histories, biographies, scientific, and
theological works which appeared in England dur-
ing the Middle Period were written in Latin.
Unquestionably, whatever science of grammar
there was, was based upon Latin. Latin words
introduced into the native speech and bent to
English ways, did their part in levelling inflec-
tions. Latin idioms, shunned at first, gradual-
ly gained in favor until in the modern period,
they became plentiful and to this day exert
some influence upon English constructions.
But aside from extent, the value of the
Latin influence has been very much in question.
It is indeed a moot point, for it lies at the
bottom of the question: What is the genius of
English language? What fosters that spirit and

what hinders it from complete self-realization?
THE I MFUSION OF NORMAL-FRENCH . Although
William the Conqueror realized that it was not
only unnecessary to his regime, but also futile,
to try to force the native population to abandon
their own speech, in favor of that of his pro-
vince, nevertheless Norman-French played an im-
portant part in the evolution of the English
language, William did, however, frame the laws
of the land in Norman-French, and then introduced
it into the schools so that his subjects might be
able to understand the laws of the realm.
In the meantime some few of the Saxons
learned French, as a matter of expediency; but
it was largely through the fact that place and
proper names in Norman-French became popular
that the wedge was entered which eventually led
to the side -by-side existence of Anglo-Saxon
and Norman-French idioms. The jargon thus pro-
duced was certainly peculiarly unsuited to lit-
erary expression, but also there was lacking in
the early part of the period any master to crys-
talize it.
THE DEPRESSION OF TEE VERNACULAR . So great
was the prejudice against the rude English whose
vocabulary scarcely arose above the concrete, in

contrast to the more nbs tract and elegant vocab-
ulary of the Norman-French, that the former had
been kept alive only because it was the spoken
language of the great body of people who were
far from courts and cities; who, in general, did
not aspire to be considered more than churls.
Yet, in spite of the appearance of mutual
independence, 'he two tongues were mixing. On
the one hand, French words, phrases and idioms
were working their way into the native speech.
The English were in constant contact with the
French on the continent, which contributed to
the permanence of the influence of the latter.
The words borrowed at this time included a vo-
cabulary relating to government, feudalism, mil-
itary matters, law, ecclesiastical matters,
fashion, arts and crafts, besides a large group
of words which show the relative position of the
French as master of the native. In fact, a large
part of the native vocabulary disappeared, having
been supplanted by French words; although often
the synonyms existed side by side. A French sys-
tem of orthography was adopted which resulted in
the loss of four native symbols which were not
found in the typography of the continentals,
THE REVIVAL OF ENGLISH . In 1204, in the
f
reign of John, Normandy was separated from Eng-
land "as a part of the historical movement by
which the kingdom of Prance was being built up
largely at the expense of the French dominions
1
of the Kings of England", after which event it
became increasingly harder ho use French as the
official court language in England,
THE OFFICIAL PH PC LAI.IAT I ON OF HENRY II ( 1258 )
.
In 1258 Henry II took the first of three official
steps which collectively gave the victory to Eng-
lish. In that year he made an official proclama-
tion in the three languages: the first was in
English for the use and understanding of the
people; the second was in French in honor of the
court; and the third was in Latin as a record for
all time. rhese interpretations were supposed to
be co-ordinate in importance; yet that couched in
the native tongue constituted the only public
recognition of the vernacular between the time of
William the Conqueror and that of Edward III. It
is often spoken of as the first specimen of Eng-
lish. It was in fact very similar to old English,
essentially Teutonic, hut somewhat mixed ?/ith the
French and Latin elements to which we have referred.
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ENGLISH IN THE COUhTS
OF LAW 3Y EDWARD III (1562). The second great
landmark in the re-gaining of English supremacy
^ is the establishment by Edward III, in 13C2, of
the use of English in the courts of lav/. There-
after the people could have their suits tried in
their own language, by judges who were obliged
to know the language of the common people.
THE SANCTION OF ENGLISH AS THE OFFICIAL LAN ,
GUAGE OF THE UNIVERSITIES UNDER RICHARD II ( 1585 )
The third event happened in the reign of Richard
II. In 1585, English was made the language of
the Universities; and thus acquired dignity as a
medium of scholarship. Thus after three hundred
years English was placed beyond jeopardy as the
language of the realm.
THE MIDDLE ENGLISH DIALECTS . Although we
have spoken of "Old. English" and "Middle English",
thereby implying unity, we must never lose sight
of the fact that the language always shows a cer-
tain amount of diversity, and always exists in
1
actual speech as a number of dialects. The dia-
lects in Middle English are sometimes given as
\ 2 3
m three and sometimes as four. If we recognize
T~. Krapp, op. cit., p. 22
2. Int erna t iona 1 Encyclopedia
,
"English Language"
3 . Noble, op. cit., p.p. 97-8
I
four they are: The Kentish, the Southern, the
Midland, and the Northumbrian; but if we reclas-
sify them as three, we call them: Northern,
Southern, and Midland.
The Northern shows itself to be more influ-
enced by Scandinavian than by Norman-French. It
had been the vehicle of early English culture;
it continued during the Middle Period to be used
in a good deal of native literature. Of all the
Middle English dialects it most closely resembled
Old English. Eventually, this dialect was to be-
come the literary language of the Scotch Lowlands
and as such it was to remain until the time of
1
Robert Burns
•
The Southern speech became confirmed as the
literary language under Alfred, who was a native
of Berks. Its chief contributions to literature
during the Middle English Period were The Ancren
Riwle and the writings of Kobert of Gloucester.
But eventually, owing to a number of contri-
butory causes, the Midland dialect became predom-
inant. The geographical element was one of these
causes. The people of the North and of the South
did not understand each other; yet the Midland
t
folk understood them both. Moreover, the univer-
sities of Oxford and Cambridge, several important
monasteries, and the City of London were located
within this central district, from which in addi-
tion, emanated not only the Qrmulum and Brut , but
1
the writings of Wyclif and Chaucer.
Although we must needs make some classifica-
tion of dialects to represent the wide diversity
within Middle -English, we must, also warns Profes-
sor Kittredge, be not too arbitrary in our charac-
terization or divisions, for:
"Middle English dialectology is not by
any means reducible in the present
state of our knowledge to any such
hard and fast scheme as one might
think from confident little treatises
that appear from time to time by as-
pirants for academic honors. M 2
We need, he points out, to find out much more
about "its characteristic vocabulary, the special
idiomatic phrases which distinguish it, its metri-
o
cal system and its syntax."
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MIDDLE ENGLISH LITERA-
TURE . The literature of the Middle English
Period has a greater value for the light it can
throw on the language of the times than for it-
1. Matthews, Brander, Essays in English
,
p. 19
2. Kittredge, George L. , Present Problems in
the Study of the English Language
,
p. 226
3. ibid
c
1self. What doe3 It show us' ; Many things doubt-
less, although as Professor Kittredge points out,
2
the laborers in this vineyard have been few. But
unquestionably the most significant linguistic
fact that is illuminated by this literature is
the shedding of inflections.
CAl'SFS OF LEVELING . Without going into too
many details, we may remark that the causes of
the leveling of forms were in general two: (1)
5
the inconsistencies of Anglo-Saxon grammar, and
(2) the Impact of Anglo-Saxon first with ^anish,
4
and secondly with Norman-French. The latter
struggle lasted, as we have seen, for some three
hundred years, during which time a general level-
ing of inflections was taking place.
There was a tendency to lengthen vowel qual-
ities (1250-60) the effect of which was to throw
the accent forward, which in turn tended at first
to obscure the termination and then to silence it
although the silent letters were often retained
in the spelling. At length, in the fifteenth cen
tury, most of the syllabic inflections of Middle
English and the final e '
s
were dropped.
T~. Noble, op. cit., p. 94
2. Kittredge, op. cit., p. 227
5. Jespersen, Frogress in Language
,
p. 174
4. Noble, op. citT, p. "9~4~

ThE ENGLISH OF CHA DCEH (1340-1400). Chaucer
wrote when the French influence was at its height;
yet he very clearly showed that he regarded French
as a foreign tongue. Moreover, he was very defi-
nitely influenced not only by French but by Ital-
1
ian. Further, he wrote for all classes, whereas
the French literature of the time was meant for
the upper classes alone, he used French forms of
verse; he had a contempt of alliteration as a
characteristic of poetry much affected by the
older English writers; and he went to French and
2
Italian sources for his plots.
His verse shows the leveling of vowel endings
to e - an e which is pronounced. Moreover his
French borrowings already show a disposition to be
adapted to English ways.
THE TRANSITION FROM AT INFLECTED TO AN ANALY -
TIC LANGUAGE . Although the old terminations had
gone there was no agreement as how to express the
relations between the words which the termina-
tions had expressed. There wa.s no established,
approved or customary order in which words should
appear; neither was there any uniformity In the
insertion of prepositions or other connectives or
T7 Noble, op. cit., p. 96
2. Ibid
e•
in the use of auxiliary verba. Also there was a
marked shift from the strong verb to the weak or
regular verb; thereafter all new verbs being in-
flected weak#
CAXTON'S INFLUENCE ON LATER MIDDLE ENGLISH .
The second half of the middle period is dominated
by Caxton, writer and printer. Printed English
almost exclusively employed the Midland Dialect.
The art of reading grew increasingly wide as the
production and circulation of books increased.
THE PERIOD OF MODERN ENGLISa . 1485, the
date of the accession to the throne of the House
of Tudor, has been chosen to mark the division
between the Middle and Modern periods, although
it is perhaps more accurate to recognize a
transition period rather than to make a clear-
cut division.
THE INFLUENCE OF THE RENAISSANCE . The
Tudor period was contemporaneous with the Ital-
ian Renaissance, and was dominated by the revi-
val of learning. Many words were borrowed from
the Italian during this period, some of which,
to be sure, did not live long but were gradually
sifted out during the seventeenth century, mostly
before 1688.
Many changes were made in the spelling of
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words of Latin origin, so as to bring them into
greater conformity with their Latin roots. More-
over, precedents were established for the addi-
tion of Latin words and for their assimilation
s without paying much attention to their actual
derivation from the French,
THE INFLUENCE OF THE AUTHORIZED VERSION OF
THE BIBLE. The year 1611 marks the close of the
Tudor Period and celebrates the publication of
the Authorized Version of the bible . The publi-
cation of Tyndal's Translation of the Mew Testa -
ment in 1525 had paved the way for the accom-
plishment of the Authorized Version . After this
time the sacred language of English-speaking
people has been what was, in reality, the London
1
dialect of the ERrly Modern English period.
THE INFLUENCE OF THE CLASSICS . Since much
of the writing in the Early Modern period con-
sisted in translations from Greek and Latin,
many words were borrowed from these sources;
and a decided influence was exerted by them on
our grammar and idiomatic usage. Later, some of
these loan words became thoroughly assimilated;
while others, proving to be practically without
value, sifted out of the language*
TZ Sweet, Henry, New nglish Grammar, p. 222
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THE ' , UKSTION OP BRKVITY VM.oUS (J J .K'A KlJ.K^o . In
the ( arly days of the Modern Period brevity seemed
the chief essential; but the expression which was
primarily brief generally proved lacking in clear-
ness, so that clarity came to be recognized as an
essential; but it is only since 1700 that we have
looked to our best v;riters and speakers to author-
ize through their well-considered use the words
and expressions that have come to us one way or
another.
THE LOAN-WORD IN PRESENT DAY ENGLISH . Al-
though loan-words form a lrrge part of the pres-
ent day vocabulary of English, under the especial
stimulus of the imperialism of Great Britain;
nevertheless, as languages are classified not on
the basis of vocabulary, but in accordance with
1
their grammatical structure, English is properly
regarded as a Germanic language - in spite of the
fact that English has become uninflected, or ana-
lytical, while German is highly inflected, or
2
synthetical, or to use Jespersen's terra, "entangled".
Tl International Encyclopedia, "English Language"
2. rum "
— —
~
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III
THE RELATION OF GRAMMAR TO GENERAL LINGUISTIC
STUDY
Although we have used the word Grammar with-
out defining it carefully, we can no longer escape
the responsibility of interpreting this term, for
upon its proper understanding by the teacher of
grammar rests all hope of his effectively relat-
ing his function to the whole field of language
study,
THE DEFINITION OF GF.AM* AR . In clearing up
any term it is perhaps well to begin with a dic-
tionary definition. Such an exposition, however,
is generally far more acceptable to the lay man
than it is to the professional, for the lay man
has no ' well-founded bias, while the professional
from his knowledge and experience generally has
evolved a theory which would lend color to what-
ever definition he personally would formulate.
1
A well-known collegiate dictionary gives
two aspects of the meaning which is commonly at-
tached to the word Grammar:
"(1) the science that treats of the
principles that explain the correct
T~. Funk & V/agnail, Collegiate Dictionary
r
uae of language in either oral or
written form; (2) the art of speak-
ing and writing a language correctly
or according to established usage."
Surely this is the accepted definition, - if
certain implications are constantly borne in
mind. To make myself clear, particularly in view
of the discussion which follows, let me call your
attention to the several significant points which
this definition brings to mind.
GRAMMAR AS AM AND SCIENCE . The first is
that grammar is said to be both a science and an
art . Now, as far as its being an art goes, we
ought to understand clearly that its province as
art is negligible, for it is only possibly as
applied grammar that it may be so regarded.
Grammar is chiefly a science; moreover, it
is a descriptive and not a normative science;
for it properly functions when it observes, de-
scribes and records facts; but usurps power when
it undertakes to evaluate them.
SPEAKING AND V.'RITING CORRECTLY , The second
thought which this definition calls up, is the
question of speaking and writing correctly .
Of course our typical teacher of grammar
does not err on the side of not recognizing that
there is a correct usage; on the contrary, in
our opinion, therein lies her chief limitation.
< l»
Mo, where she fail! is in not recognizing that
there is sometimes room for a difference of opin-
ion; that what is correct under one set of cir-
cumstances may be absurd under another; and that
what is preferred usage today may not have held
that enviable position in the past; nor retain
it in the future. In a word, the teacher of
grammar may have a great deal to learn as to the
reservations with which one may venture to pro-
nounce exactly what is or is not "correct".
DIFFERENCE IN ORAL AND " RITTEN FORMS . The
third implication in this dictionary definition
is that grammar has the province of explaining
the correct use in both ora
1
and written form.
On the face of things, here is an implication
that the oral expression may differ from the
written in form. But what that difference is
may be difficult to say, for while the written
form remains as its own evidence; the oral form
vanishes immediately into the air, except where
it is reproduced, as nearly as may be in dialogue
1
or drama, and even there it may lie disregarded
or discounted by the same persons who, on the
other hand, may be calling in a.s witnesses to
1. Fries, The Periphrasti c Future with Shall
and Will in Modern English, p. 987
rc
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their hypotheses or theories all or many other
types of literary expression. Consequently, the
non-professional , including the ordinary teacher
of grammar, does not realize that most language
changes have taken place in the spoken rather
then in the written word; and few teachers as-
cribe the proper importance to noting the exact
oral forms they hear used. Furthermore, unmind-
ful of the differences in oral and written form
they are not aware of the status of colloquial,
as distinguished from literary, usage,
THE ESTABLISHED USAGE . The last of these
suggestions which we shall discuss is that lan-
guage is at its best when it is in accordance
with established usage . We nay quite readily
agree with this implication; and yet find the
problem it raises difficult to solve. V,; e may
ask "how shall we know when an expression is in
accordance with established usage?" and get
three distinct types of answer.
The first would appeal to primary meanings,
to derivation, or to logic: but these as criteria
1
have been pronounced invalid. The second would
offer three tests to judge by, but, the third
3 „_______
T~. Krapp, Knowledge of English, p. 114
r(
would point out that it is no small task to es-
tablish the facts; and their establishment is
surely antecedent to their submission to any cri
teria; moreover, that the performance of such a
task calls for the historical or comparative
method which we advocate.
But since these three tests are considered
valid, both for the judgment of words or longer
units of expression, let us examine them, not
only to show forth their strength, but their
weakness
•
THREE VALID TESTS FOR GOOD USAGE . The firs
of these tests asks: "Is the expression in ques
tion used by the best writers in their serious
works? Is it reputable?" Patently, the fact
that any given expression is in use by the ignor
ant, the mediocre, or even by the literary in
their frivolous moments would not recommend it
to the discriminating.
The second test inquires further: "Is this
expression used by our contemporaries? Is it
present ? " This test makes it impossible to ap-
peal to the past for authority. Obsolete usage
is not good usage, though the expression in ques
tion may have been employed in the past by the
greatest men of letters.
c(
The third asks: "Is this expression in use
all over the country? Is it national ? " If not,
we brand it as a localism; and as such eschew it.
THE RELATION OF GRAMMAR TO GOOD USAGE . If
any given expression can pass all three tests it
is said from the point of view of rhetoric to be
in "good usage"; and grammar is bound to recog-
nize it as such. But does grammar live up to
this obligation? Apparently not, for the lin-
guistic philologists cite page after page of ex-
amples of literary expression which can meet all
these tests, but which are not only in direct
contradiction to "rules" laid down in Grammar
books, but are actually labelled "ungrammatical"
errors. Such censure shows plainly that grammar
does not consistently keep its role as a descrip-
tive, and not a normative, science; and that it
does not refrain from regarding itself as the
arbiter, not the mere observer, of good usage.
So much for the positive values of these
tests. Wherein do they fail? To begin with,
they are very severe, in view of the fact that
the present era teems with writers who are not
easily classified according to any one definite
category of style; to say nothing of the wide
range of their scholastic attainment.
c
Secondly, these teste do not take into ac-
count the influence, attributable to numbers alone,
which the mediocre middle-class wields in opposi-
tion to pedantic standards.
Thirdly, they do not recognize that in spite
of our huge "literary" output, we actually speak
much more than we write; moreover, that what is
uttered orally is a much greater factor in pro-
moting changes in language than is what is writ-
1
ten.
Fourthly, they take no cognizance of a
standard for colloquial usage - let alone admit-
ting that there is more than one grade within
2
that particular level of "good" English.
Fifthly, they do not keep in mind that
some forms of literature, notably the poetical
and the solemn, foster certain expressions which
in ordinary parlance are frankly archaic.
And finally, they do not bear in mind that,
although with the assistance of various trans-
portation agencies, such as railroads, motor cars,
airplanes, the mail, the telephone and telegraph,
dialects have a decided tendency to vanish, never-
Jespersen, Progress in Language
,
( in which he
quotes Dr. J. MurrayTT P«
2. Krapp, A Comprehensive Guide to Good English
,
p.p. x-xi
<
theless, any language is actually spoken only In
one dialect or another - for in no one quarter
does it actually coincide with that abstraction
known as "the national language".
In fact, there are many considerations which
make these tests difficult of application, some
of which we shall touch on incidentally later.
ANOTHER DEFINITION OF GRAMMAR . Provocative
of thought as this dictionary definition has
been, it is distinctly conservative. Let us
therefore contrast it with one offered bv an ez-
1
pert. Meiklejohn says:
"A description or account of the na-
ture, build, constitution of a lan-
guage is called its grammar."
'whereas the first definition certainly im-
plies the mastery of principles and rules, the
2
second seems to endorse Jespersen' s opinion:
"The study of linguistic history is of
the utmost importance to the grammar-
ian It broadens his mind, and
tends to eliminate that tendency to
reprobation which is the besetting
sin of the nonhistoric grammarian."
THE BESETTING SIN OF THE GRAMMARIAN. We
have heard of this "besetting sin" before; but
it is perhaps well to point out that Jespersen
is not alone in his condemnation. It was, I
T~. Meiklejohn, J. ivi. p., The English Language
etc. p. 446
2. Jespersen, Progress in Language
,
p. 545
I
believe, Whitney who coined the phrase, "school-
mastering the language", which Lounsbury after-
wards borrowed for a chapter heading. Besides
these critics of the grammarian, Brander Matthews
1
has this to say:
"In most of our grammars, perhaps in
all of those issued earlier than the
opening of the twentieth century, we
find linguistic laws laid down which
are in blank contradiction to the
genius of the language."
As a matter of fact, the early grammars were
not altogether designed to teach English-speaking
people their own language, for two other types of
2
grammars flourished; one, with the avowed purpose
of teaching English to foreigners, and the other
of serving as an introduction to Latin grammar.
But even those that did aim to teach English for
its own sake to English-speaking people were as-
siduous not in gathering and presenting language
facts, but in reducing expression to rule; and,
instead of reverencing the "genius of the lan-
guage" they tortured natural speech to make it
conform to logic.
THE PLACE OF LOGIC IN LANGUAGE. Not that
logic has no place in language. Quite the con-
Tl Matthews Brander, Essays on English
,
p. 29
2. Fries, Charles C, TheTeriphrastio Future
with " Shall " and "Will " in Modern English
,
pT~£79
(
trary, for language as the means of expressing
1
thought is generally speaking, logical. Certain-
ly, the end of speech, the conveying of thought,
must satisfy the demands of the intellect, the
first of which, is lopic ; nevertheless, the means
whereby language-symbols convey thought, are in
2
truth, merely ways "we yap at one another" -
little devices and conventions which we accede
to for the purpose of exact communication • Some
of them, to be sure, are analagous to others, and
when they are, regardless of their possible lack
of inherent rational qualities, we regard them as
logical. But, let us not forget that even when
they are not logical, they may still be very good
English.
THE PLACE OF TRADITION IN LANGUAGE . For,
logic is not essential to language devices. Tra-
dition, likewise, plays an important role in
usage. Our language, like every other, abounds
in peculiar expressions known as idioms which not
only cannot meet the test of logic, but which may
have been at one time gross violations of the
existing current standard. Yet today these ex-
pressions are good, even preferred usage. We
T~, Kittredge & Farley, An Advanced English
Grammar
,
p. xv
2. Perrin, Marshall, Lecture Wotes
ri
make no apologies for them because we are not
conscious of their deficiencies; we accept them
without reservations - a_s they are I The list of
idioms is constantly, if slowly, growing; it is
wise to be tolerant of those new expressions
which seem to promise useful service.
THE EQUIPMENT AND FUNCTION OF THE GRAMMARIAN .
We cannot be much more than tolerant, that is we
cannot compel our highly developed language to
change in accordance with our ideals, regardless
1
of how splendid they may be. We must learn both
our limitations of power, and our proper sphere.
To speak of the latter, is it not evident
that the well-equipped grammarian should not only
2
know his own language, but others? Should he not
3
have a good knowledge of psychology? Should he
not be trained in the methods of scientific re-
search? Should he not have the proper perspec-
tive in relating his work to that of the linguis-
tic philologist? And finally, should he not be
what we call a "good sport" - for regardless of
all the hard work he must do, he must learn to
see himself as others see him - as one who deals
with minor details. In confirmation of this
T~. Krapp, Geo. Philip, Knowledge of English
,
p. 79
2. Ibid
3. Jespersen, Progress In Language
,
p. 344

1
point Mr. Krapp snys:
"He can describe the foots as they
exist, but he cannot bring new facts
into the organization of the language.
He has the knowledge which might pro-
duce regularity, but not the power to
use the knowledge. In Modern English,
for example, any directive effort that
might be expended upon the language
must be applied to some comparatively
few and unimportant details, that is,
unimportant from the point of view of
the whole structure of the language,
such as these kind, _It is me, and
improprieties like I seen hTrn, them
boys
,
and other minor points of usage."
But candidlv even though we were to agree
2
with Greig in saying:
"Grammar has no intrinsic value but
acquires such minor value as it does
have only in so far as it makes, by
the shortest and clearest route, for
ease, clarity and flexibility in
human speech."
is there not plenty of work for the teacher of
grammar to do? One would not hesitate to say so
could he see the results of those college entrance
examinations which test the ability to avoid only
the most flagrant errors.
May we not admit at once that children and
foreigners, typifying those who are unlearned in
English, need definite help of a systematic na-
ture to bring their language into the conven-
1. Krapp, The Knowledge of English
, p. 79
2. Greig, op. cit., p. 60
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tions that are basic in exact expression and un-
derstanding?
THE i afviED lA'lE Vfciibijo Ti.E UiTI ATE M" OF
ggAMMAg TEACHING . It is the duty of the school
master to give this early drill to boys and girls,
and even to assist them by such simple rules as
will reinforce his teaching; but his ultimate aim
should be more than to teach them to speak and
write correctly. For, when their school days are
over, they should not have an idea that language
and usage are fixed; that only one way is always
"correct", and that they with a smug little equip-
ment may proceed to attack the literature of the
centuries, and, when they find their "rule" has
not been observed complain that a certain great
writer "makes mistakes" or is not "correct".
Language is not "controlled by rules which are
1
prescribed by grammarians."
Curme, in the preface to College English Gram
mar brings out these points very clearly, and al-
so makes a very constructive suggestion as to how
to remedy the matter. He says that "sooner or
later it (/the early method} should be replaced by
2
another radically different."
T~. Curme, College English Grammar , ~. iii
2. Ibid
~~

Vie have nil learned by experience that it Is
fatal to postpone remedial measures; therefore I
should suggest that this method be adopted before
young people quit school, and that the work be
well graded and distributed, so that the teacher
herself would not - could not - be dubbed a ped-
ant; and so that her pupils - at least those few
who otherwise would learn "how to speak and write
correctly" under the old cut-and-dried method -
would not grow up to be such palpable holier-
than-thous, simply because they know their "parts
of speech."
One may ask, "Can it be done - this broader
language teaching?" Francis B. Gummere makes
1
answer
:
"It is impossible to teach elementary
English well unless the instruction
be based on a historical study of
the language. We make a subject
clear by applying common- sense to it.
But the moment we come to written
English, we are confronted by a
seeming total lack of common-sense
in the speech itself, - a wild con-
fusion of symbols set over against
a natural and methodical system of
sounds; strange constructions; in-
tricate syntax. If we attempt to
lead scholars through this maze, we
are doomed to failure unless we are
guided by a sense of the spirit of
the language, for we do not know a
language till we know its past#"
Tl Gummere, What Place Has Old English Philology
in Elementary Schools
,
p. ±73~
(I
It is with faith that some such liberalizing
work can be undertaken with profit that I venture
to embark on the next section of this paper.
c
IV
THE APPLICATION OF THE LIBERAL BrHOD TO SOME
COMMON ERRORS IN GIiAMMAR
HOW LITTLE GRAMMAR ? It is outside our pro-
vince to indicate what the content of grammar
should be, but it is perhaps well to point out
that over a long period of time there has been
a wide variation in the scheme of grammar study.
Stormzand and O'Shea ask the question "How much
1
grammar?" and their findings, although outside
the scope of this paper except in a general way,
indicate the tendency towards a much smaller con'
tent than that formulated by those who in the
past, particularly, took pride and delight in
bringing English grammar as nearly as possible
into accord with the Latin and Greek models,
THE MIDDLE COURSE IN GRAMMAR . The middle
course in grammar keeps in view the value of ob-
2
serving language conventions as well as that of
being intellectually liberal and honest enough
to recognize that language fixity exists only in
flux. It is bound to steer between the tendency
TT Stormzand, Mprtin & O'Shea, M.V., How Much.
Grammar ? p. 250
2. Thomp s , Charles Swain, The Teaching of Eng-
lish in the Secondary School, p. 2
I
on the one hand to "junk" all grammar which would
lead to chaos and that on the other hand to dis-
tort our language in a vain attempt to make it
conform to an ungermane, classical system. With-
out attempting to answer the question "How much
grammar?" we may assume, for the time being at
least, that if the student is to study grammar
at all, he needs enough to enable him to correct
common errors and eventually to eliminate them
entirely.
WEEDING OUT COMMON MISTAKES . A few years
ago I was interested to make an analysis of the
common errors which were emphasized in courses
in business English. These errors simmered down
to forty-five or fifty, the variation in number
depending upon one's interpretation of the word
c ommon . These solecisms form the backbone of a
chapter called "Weeding Out Common Mistakes " in
my book How to Write a Business Letter . For this
paper I have continued my study of these errors,
having a profound conviction that there must be
some reason for their persistency in spite of
the remedial work devoted to them in elementary
courses and textbooks, besides a general correc-
tion of them by every manuscript reader or edi-
tor. I feel that the results confirm Krapp's
e
1
statement:
"The bearing of tendencies in present
English is often made more evident by
an examination of the developments
that have taken place during the earlier
stages of the language."
Words fall into one or another port of speech
on the basis of function. We find the number of
parts of speech, as given in old text books, vary-
ing from eight to eleven, depending upon one's
ability to sense the difference between subordi-
nation and coordination. For instance, the man
who feels that the article comprises a class by
itself is the man who fails to see that the func-
tion of the article is included in that of the
adjective. May we point out that such a man
would have gained greater insight if he had
2
studied the history of the article?
Some parts of speech have been seen to pos-
sess certain properties; for instance, nouns and
pronouns are said to have the properties of num-
ber, gender, case, and person; verbs are said to
have the properties of tense, voice, number, and
person; and adjectives and adverbs, the property
of comparison. But history shows that this list
T~. Krapp, George Philip, KnowleS~ge~
"
~or English
,
p. vii
2. Kesfield, English Grammar
,
Fast and Present
,
p. 155 "
"~
r
of properties has not remained unchanged through-
out the centuries; nor is it true that certain
words possess these properties in the same sense
that they formerly did, for English has changed
from an inflected language to an analytical one.
Without going into detail at just this
point, we may remark that the tendency has been
on the whole toward simplification; but let us
not forget that this tendency has not moved
smoothly or uninterruptedly, nor is there any
well-founded expectation that it will work it-
self out consistently or absolutely.
HOW TO LOOK AT ERF-OR
S
. Recalling our chief
aim, let us proceed to the consideration of some
typical solecisms as they group themselves around
certain tendencies relating to verbal properties.
As we do this we should bear in mind these points
1. The exact nature of the error involved,
2. The explanation of the error as it is
given by the conservative grammarian,
3. The explanation of the tendency to make
the error from the historical point of
view
.
Perhaps it is also well to note that the
conservative grammarian is bound to point out
the necessity for not only knowing the language
formula but the reason for the change he advo-
cates; for instance, the student must not only
rf
learn to say between you a nd me, but he must know
why he should change I to me. The genernl appeal
of the old-time grammarian is to logic and it is
at this point, more than any other, that he con-
flicts with the student of comparative language,
who realizes that logic is not the only arbiter
of language usage and that grammar is not an end
in itself but a means to more effective expres-
sion.
SOLECISMS CENTERING AROUKD NUMBER . Jesper-
sen states that the historian in examining his
texts over the various centuries finds a growing
tendency to neglect the forms descriptive of
1
number
•
The Anglo-Saxons recognized three numbers:
2
singular, dual, and plural; a more or less un-
logical thing to do, for, from the logical stand-
point, there might as well have been a triple as
a dual number and so on ad infinitum .
Even the distinction which we now recognize
as between singular and plural is not so simply
made as one might at first think.
This is borne out in the consideration of
the collective noun which, as subject, sometimes
Jesperson, Otto, The Philosophy of Grammar
,
p. 345
2. Nesfield, English Grammar
,
Pa st and Present
,
p. 330
r
takes a singular and sometimes a plural verb de-
pending upon meaning. But that the meaning it-
self is often obscure is evident enough when one
considers the errors which are made, or, to put
it more liberally, the differences of opinion
which exist.
In my text from which I shall continually
1
quote, the following discussion occurs:
" Collective Nouns and Their Verbs .
Wrong: A small number of invoices were
found incorrect.
Right: A small number of invoices was
found incorrect.
The meaning of this sentence outs the em-
phasis not on the individuals grouped to-
gether but upon the group itself. There-
fore, the number of the verb is singular;
but where, on the contrary, the subject is
a collective noun which does emphasize the
individuals, its sense is plural and the
verb is plural to agree with it, as:
The committee were not agreed as to the
plan.
oherman Perry, j[formerJ correspondence
supervisor at the American Woolen Mills,
gives in one of his bulletins the follow-
ing interesting group of sentences under
this topic, written correctly :
(a) The committee has reported.
(b) One hundred tons of sheets was
shipped yesterday.
(c) Seventy feet of culvert was sold.
(d) The United States _is holding an
election.
(e) Six and eight is fourteen.
T~. Fottler, Marion G. , how to Write a Business
Letter, p. 124.
f(
(f) The company _l£ prosperous,
(gi The army is marching*
(h) Thousonds of dollars were counted
out one by one.
(i) Twenty years _is a long time,
(j) Two-thirds i_s enough."
It would be indeed interesting to find out
how these carefully correct sentences sound not
only to the correspondence force in the American
Rolling Mills but to the men in the plant. At
any rate, from my own experience as a stenographe
in a large foundry I venture to suggest thnt the
workmen actually put plural verbs in most of the
instances where Perry puts singular verbs.
Bearing in mind that intelligent students
of English are able to come to an agreement on
most questions of current usage, we must still
remember that their agreement is after all more
of a majority opinion than an absolute truth,
for on the one hand all too little scientific
research is done to determine questions of lit-
erary usage and, on the other, even meticulous
research will not reveal what logic would pre-
scribe that language ought to be but merely
what it is. These observations are borne out by
the accounts of changes in number inflections,
which changes are often quite at variance with
logic,
SOME IDIOSYNCRACIES IN NUMBER . Let us

note some idiosyncracies •
Some plurals have become singular. Louise
1
Pound notes a few such instnuces: a woods , a
wnys, a menns, n 1 inks , a pin yground s , and even
ventures to Lnc lurlo dr; r nd Liu; I, nla . • f" - Id
adds: truce, bod ice , bn ize , tra ce , s lgdfig , s ma 1
1
pox, chess, we lk In
,
and a s Ix pence
.
The following words, n lthough plural in
thought, do not take an s> when preceded by a num-
3
ber: dozen , mi lit on , thousand , hundred , c ounle ,
head
,
score
,
braog .
Moreover, some singulars have become plurals.
4
Nesfield says there are at least nine such words:
burials
,
riddles
,
peas
,
skates
,
eaves
,
alms
,
cherry
,
minn ows
,
riches
.
5
Some nouns are always singular: wisdom , mo-
lasses , news , knowledge .
6
Others are usually plural : measles , trow -
sers
,
thanks
,
alms
,
scissors
,
goods
,
cattle
,
shears
,
billards
,
remains
,
and tweezers .
Yl Pound, Louise, The Value of Linguistics
,
etc.
,
p. 105
2. Nesfield, Eist orical English and Derivation
,
p. 320
3. Perrin, Lecture Notes.
4. Nesfield, English Grammar Past and Present
,
p. 320
5. Perrin, op.cit.
6. Perrin, op.cit.

Some nouna have a plural sense without a
plural lnfleotlon. Deer , sheep , a wine , yoke, nnd
score, were neuters In An/rlo-Saxon and as such
took the same form In the singular as In the plural.
1
This class snys Nesfleld "ws originally larger
and Included folk
, y t r , lead , horse , night . To
this day," he adds, "we say forty head of cattle
,
a body of one thousand horse , a fortnight , and
ten score. 1 ' And by analogy to the nouns lust
noted, we use the same form for the singular as
for the plural in these instances: sain on
,
grouse
,
trout
,
cod
,
hen then , dozen , and gross >
Obversely, we have a plural inflection with-
out a plural sense:
"...first, where the plural has acquired
a singular sense, as news ; secondly,
where the noun denotes a singular sense
but acquires a plural form in ics
,
in imitation of the Greek plural from
which they have been translated, as
phys ics ; and thirdly, where nouns have
been originally in the plural but have
been mistaken for the singular and have
acquired a singular sense. "2
There is no question but what the teacher
should be accurately informed on the history of
plurals in n and she should be able to account
for the ascendency of plurals in s over other
TZ Nesfield, English Grammar Past and Present,
p. 520
2. Ibid, p. 522

plural forma. Besides she should know the theo-
ries which explain mutated plurals of which geese,
feet, and mice are examples. The facts involved
are interesting even though more or less complex,
as we shall see, for with the desire to avoid mis-
leading the ordinary teacher, and with the idea
of illustrating the difficulty of language study,
we quote below a typical bit of phonology from
1
Vyld who writes for the college research student
on these particular plurals.
" Co r 'bin fi t Ive Changes which occurred in
the Old English t-erloa .
(a) Channes in the Nature of Vowels
On pp. 82, 83 above (2, (a) there is a
list of pairs of words in Modern English
which have quite different vowel sounds,
although closely related, and in some
cases being merely the Singular and
Plural forms respectively of the same
word.
Nothing that we know of, or can learn
from Modern English will explain the
reason for the different vowels in
mouse and mice etc. Indeed, in the
oldest written documents which we pos-
sess (seventh century) in English the
difference in this or in similarly re-
lated pairs of words is already defined.
Thus, O.D. has mus
,
' mouse f
,
in the
Singular and mys in the Plural; fot,
'foot'; fet
,
1 feet ' and so on.
By comparison with other languages,
however, we are able to a ssert posi-
tively that the Plural was originally
rausi
,
foti , with u and _o respectively
in the Plural as in the Singular. In
fact, we are able to state the law as
T~. \7yld, Cecil, pp. 129-151, History of ;.:ode'rn~"
and Colloquial English

follows: When, In Primitive O.K., the
vowel -i- (pronounced like 'ee' ) or
the consonant sound -1- (pronounced
like English ^ *-n you ; follow u, "o> in
the same word, these vowels become
respectively y (pronounced like French
u in ' lune 1 ) and e (pronounced like
"French e )
.
In all cases in the list, the words
which coniain front vowels (Mod. Eng.
i, e_a, e, ee etc.), or the so-called
^long i"7" -"Th^t is, the diphthong ai ;
cf. p. 35(e) - are derived from the
form found in those cognates which
contain back vowels, and the front
vov;els are due to the existence at an
early period of a suffix with -i- or
"J--"
Fossibly the average teacher could grasp
Wyld's meaning, but more probably some specialized
study would be a necessary prerequisite. One
might well exclaim: "How much more simple the
story must be made to have any significance or in-
terest to the chi Id I" Yet we do not lay down the
rule that the teacher must always paraphrase the
results of her research for the benefit of her
class. It is often enough that she herself be
well grounded, ^t is not what she does but what
she is that makes her truly inspiring.
Let us examine some parts of our text which
1
have to do with number.
"Singular llouns Ending in "s"
Wrong: News of his promotion have
come
.
Right: News of his promotion has
c ome •

News is singular although, like some
Oilier nouns: p n l_ 11. ' cs , • Mi h -1 lea ,
econon las
,
it end 3 In f • It requires
a a EnguTS F verb.
The following is correct:
Athletics _is more popular with that
group than economics is "
.
We can see from the above why these errors
are likely to occur . Yet, we ought not to feel
that any hard and fast rule can always be applied,
for Krapp gives the following examples where
1
nouns ending in ics take a plural verb:
"The ethics of a people are an index to
their civilization.
Athletics take up too much time."
The tendency for number distinctions to be
neglected is brought out vividly in examples like
2
the following. e say:
"Cert? in Words are Singular
.
V.rong: ^very one of our products
are guaranteed.
Right: Every one of our products
is guaranteed.
Are is wrong and is is correct be-
cause the number of the verb ( is
)
must agree with the subject (everyone).
Every
,
everyone
,
each
,
anybody
,
neither
,
no one
,
nobody and the like are all
sTngular m number
.
11
Now let us consider why so many people have
T~. Krapp, George Philip, Elements of English"
Grammar
,
p.p. 135-6.
2. bottler, Marion G., op. cit. p. 123

a tendency to say: "Every one of our products
are guaranteed • " la it not because they feel
that products, a plural nnun, is the real sub-
icct? If that were their defense, then they
1
might quote Krapp:
"When the subject is thought of as
plural, the verb also is plural."
After all, is there any difference in meaning
between all our products , and every one of our
products ? If not, here, perhaps, is one instance
when the form for number will disappear.
There is a correct current us~ge for com-
pound subi'ects ioined by or, as we point out in
2
our book:
" Subjects Joined by "or" .
Wrong: Neither the work nor the
pay are what my brother
expected.
Right: Neither the work nor the
pay is what my brother
expecTed
.
"York and pay are both singular sub-
jects. When the singular subjects
are connected by or or nor they take
the singular verb, because not both
but one or the other is meant,"
Yet there is a difference of opinion, or at least
somewhat more leeway allowed than the instructor
of an elementary class will feel it appropriate to
TZ Krapp, George Philip, Elements of English
"
Grammar, p. 155.
2. rott ler , Marion G., op. cit. p. 125

present to her charges. *o them she will be
tempted to state the cose dogmatically, while
Curme in addressing college students who presum-
ably have mastered the elementnry aspects of the
1
subject says:
"After ne 1 1 her-nor we now often find
the plural vf-rb after singular sub-
jects, since there is a growing ten-
dency to give formal expression to
the plural idea which often lies in
the neg- tive form of statement.
'Neither Leopardi nor Y.'ordsworth are
of the same order with the great
poets' etc."
Let us next turn to a rather controversial
bit of our subject. For an elementary group we
present the matter as follows:
"Agreement of Pronominal Ad jective and
Noun .
Wrong: Those kind of rugs will
wear well.
Right: That kind of rug will wear
well
.
Kind is the noun modified by the pro-
nomlnal adjective. Kind is singular:
therefore it requires, to agree with
it, the singular form that instead of
the plural form those.""
Let us see what other opinions we can find
2
on this point. Kellner
.
gives an example from
Shakespeare: "These kind of knaves I know"
~T~. Uurrae, College English Grammar
,
p. 118
2. Kellner, historical Outlines of English Syn-
tax, p. 13

(Lenr ii, 2, 107) and snys this ia an old idiom.
But (Jurme In Co. I lego English CJrar.iinar throw a a
different light on the aubject. We quote, if
1
not in full, ot leaat at some length:
" Plural of Kind, Manner . Instead of
saying nn npple of this kind
,
or of
ghat kind la this onple , of w'nr. t Tclnd
are these aooles
,
many people sr.y f
tills kind of apple , these kind of
ppples
,
whnt kind of "pple Is thi s?
,
wb" t kind of apples .-ire these ? In
these expressions kind of has devel-
oped into an ad jective • The abaolute
proof is found in its wide use in
colloquial speech as an adverb in
connection with a verb, just as ad-
jectives in general are used as ad-
verbs. I kind of expect it . As
kind of i s an attributive ad .1 e c t i ve
when It stands before a noun, the
number of the verb is regulated by
the number of the governing noun.
As mnny grammarians censure these
kind of men
,
falsely concluding that
kind is a noun here, this expression
has gradually come into bad repute
and is not felt as good English.
The curious thing about this situa-
tion is that the other three expres-
sions, this kind of apple
,
what kind
of apple is this
,
what "kind of apples
are these are widely used even in
choice" English, although they are of
the same formation as the censured
expression .. .Under the false impres-
sion that kind
,
type
,
manner
,
sort
are nouns, here, many people say"
kind of an apple
,
etc."
2
Krapp recognizing both sides points out:
"H Curme, GoMege~~E~ngTTsh Grammar
,
p. 225
~"
2. Krapp, George Philip, Knowledge of English
,
p. 113,
t
"a construction like the::- k lnd , on
the ground that kind Is In a way a
collective noun and plural in feeling,
may be as acceptable to some speakers
as' this k lnd .
"
These and JLhos_e, both of which were originally
plurals of this, but which now are allotted to
this and that respectively, are only inflectional
forms for adjectives which are Still in common
use. In common parlance they may possibly dis-
1
appear and Greig, for one, would not be sorry to
see them go. He maintnins that there is no good
reason for retaining these and those as plural
forms of t^is and that .
And finally, Jespersen bringing in certain
historical aspects, implies that concord is not
2
an attribute for us to cherish. He says:
"It is a characteristic feature of the
older Arian languages that the ad-
jective is made to agree with its
substantive in number, gender and
case, and that the verb of the predi-
cate is governed in number and person
by the subject."
SOLECISMS RELATING TO GEKDER . The Joint
Committee of Grammatical Nomenclature in its re-
port wisely recommends that gender be not era-
3
phasized in grammar school teaching. Therefore,
TT Greig, John Y. D
. ,
Breaking Frisclan ' s HeaoT7
p. 23
2. Jespersen, Otto, Progress in Langu? ge
,
p. 33
5. N.E.A.. et al., Report of a Jo int C omrni 1 1 e
e
on Grammatical Nomenclature, p. 13

we may assume that the elementary tepcher will
not find occasion to discuss the subject to any
great extent, 'l'hat is, however, no reason for
her not knowing something of the historical back-
ground .
"Gender in classical language, as well
as in Old English and modern German,
is not dependent upon sex but instead
on the forms which nouns assume in
the course of their declensions".
1
says Nesfield. Thus wif
, ( woman ) , for instance,
was neuter. Adjectives took the gender of their
nouns in contradiction to the more logical sur-
mise that the properties of nouns should not be
attributed to their adjectives nor those of verbs
2
to their adverbs. But arbitrary gender, as gen-
der in Old English was called (in contradistinc-
tion to natural gender which is associated with
sex and prevails in modern English)
,
disappeared
with leveling and was seldom seen after the four-
3
teenth century. However, we still have the ten-
dency to attribute gender to certain inanimate
things such as a ship (which we regard as femi-
nine )
.
Thus we see that gender in inflected lan-
guages is inherently a matter of form and not of
T. Nesfield., op. cit. o. 514
2. Ibid
3. Ibid

meaning. Such evidence is valuable In deciding
the question as to the nature of any verbal prop-
erty. There is considerable difference of opin-
ion and a good deal of doubt in the mind of al-
most any gramm- rian as to whether not only gender
but cose is a matter .of form or relation. Gram-
marians of the old school were wont to insist
that gender has no connection with sex, but such
a position has been completely overridden in the
minds of the ordinary teacher of grammar, and
the shift from arbitrary to natural gender is
1
hailed as progress.
But even such a change does not prevent our
observing a tendency for forms indicating gender
to disappear* In fact, almost all of the Anglo-
Saxon inflections for gender - the masculine end-
ings a, ere and miscellaneous, and the feminine
endings e, e_n, and es tre - have disappeared.
Generally speaking, the Teutonic suffixes, e_ and
en gave way to the French suffix e_s in the four-
teenth century.
There are four kinds of romanic suffixes
seen in modern English: " ess (as in s orceress )
ine (as in heroine) a (as in infanta) rix (as
s~ ~ —
in testatrix ) "
.
T~. I'loble
,
op . cit .
,
p. 70
~
2. Nesfield, English Grammar
,
Fast and Present
,
p. 310

Great stress was formerly laid on the 633
endillgB, as la poetess , authoress , etc., but now-
adays we are inclined to drop the feminine ending
and use the same word, author , for instance, to
indicate both men and women, kven where tradi-
tionally different words have been used for the
masculine and feminine, as bachelor and maid, we
now see such expressions as bachelor p-jrl , and
are inclined to drop the maid or man in maid -
servant and mpn-servant .
Another case in point was the Anglo-Saxon
hw?et ( what ) which wns originally neuter and
never masculine or feminine; but beginning in
the Northern dialect in the thirteenth century,
it has been applied irrespective of gender or
number.
SOLECISMS CENTERING AROUND CASE In Old
Enelish there were five cases: nominative, ac-
1
cusative, genitive, dative, and instrumental.
Under the influence of Greek and Latin grammar,
grammarians have been induced to speak of a vo-
cative, and even ablative. Nowadays, there is
some foundation for saying that nouns have three
cases: nominative, objective, and possessive,
T~, Nesfield, op . eit. p. 314~

but for those who feel that case ia not more than
form, two "cnsos" for nouns are apparent: nomina-
tive and possessive, for indeed "all case endings
1
except the genitive have disappeared". Even in
Anglo-ii-. xon times some such thought as this latter
prevailed. The word case itself indicates falling .
Q
The nominative was thought of as being upright,
and all the others falling to one side were called
oblique
•
Although the simplicity of case form for
nouns does not prevail for pronouns, the number
of changes in pronoun forms is nevertheless great.
In Anglo-Saxon there was a dual number of the
first and second personal pronouns which dies out
before 1500. The I of modern English was ic
in Old English and ich (or ik) in Middle English.
The dropping of the consonant c (ch) was parallel
in changing mec to me, and ^ec to thee The ef-
fect of dropping the accusative ending was to i-
dentify it with the dative.
The dative ending - m - and e_ for the singu-
lar was dropped, thus making the dative the same
as the accusative. Yet in keeping with the gener-
al principle that changes do not generally occur
1. Oliphant, The Old and Middle English
,
p. 5
2. Nesfield, op. cit
. ,
p. 514
(
consistently, we have a few dative survivals, as
1
in whilom
,
seldom, whom
,
them
,
and him . More-
over', a dative form may be traced in meadow and
shadow
,
but these traces cannot be said to be
pram at Leal.
The Old English followed Greek and Latin in
having a distinctive ending for the singular and
plural genitive, and even today, we form the
plural and singular possessive differently. Al-
though the apostrophe s_ must be conceded as con-
venient in preventing ambiguity, we must not de-
lude ourselves into thinking that It is indispens-
able. It is only in the written language that
any difference appears in king 1 s
,
kings
,
kings
'
;
lady |
s
,
ladies
,
ladies
'
. As regards these partic-
, 2
ular words, Jespersen points out:
"Before the middle of the eighteenth •
century they were all of them written
alike; thus we find for instance in
the original editions of Shakespeare,
kings, ladies
,
for the three cases.
The apostrophe was at that time used
(without any regrrd to case-function)
where a syllable was added in pronun-
ciation ( Thomas ' s
)
or where the
spelling es_ was still commonly used
to indicate that no new syllable was
to be pronounced, cf . modern spelling
( stabb'd ) etc."
Tl Nesf ield, op. bit. p. 315
2. Jespersen, Otto, Progress in Language, p. 161

Our singular form of apostrophe b ( ' 8
)
stands for the old e_s ending. In some nouns the
apostrophe does represent the elision of e, but
patently in others, it is an instance of analogy.
King |
s
was formerly kinges but new coinages of
course have no such ancient lineage of accidence \
yet they adopt, by analogy, the characteristic
signs of possession. Old English, as a highly
inflected language, had a large body of conven-
tions which controlled case f orris. Yet as we
have elsewhere intimated, the inconsistencies in
its system were more largely responsible for Mid-
dle English leveling than was the impact of Old
English with Danish and Norman-French.
Even today case is one of the predominant
causes of confusion; hence discussion, in the
field of grammar. Let me quote rather fully
from Fowler, an outstanding figure in The Society
1
of Pure English:
"The sense of case is not very lively
among English speakers because very
few words having retained distinguish-
able case forms, it is much more often
than not needless to make up one's mind
what case one is using for the purpose
of avoiding solecisms
Is case, then a notion permanently
valuable and inevitably present, or
TZ H'owier, h. v;
. ,
Dictionary of Modern imglisfr
Usage, p. 67
t
oan we and may we as well rid our-
selves of It? We know that grammar-
ians are often accused and Indeed often
guilty of fogging the minds of English
children with terms and notions that
are essential to the understanding of
Greek and Latin syntax but have no
bearing on English, '.'e know that the
work done by classical case-endings has
been in large part transferred in Eng-
lish to two substitutes: the differ-
ence between the nominative nnd the ac-
cusative (or' SUb ••• c : ;•:.(' oh;< ':t) • n.flish
indicates mainly by the order in which
it arranges its words; and the dative,
ablative, locative and such cases it
replaces by various prepositions, Y/e
know that English had once case-forms
for nouns as well as pronouns, and
that nevertheless it found them of so
little use that it has let them all
disappear. r.'e know that .... the un-
educated find the case-endings even
of pronouns superfluous .. .Y/e know
lastly that not everyone who has learnt
grammar enough to qualify as journalist
or novelist is quite safe on his cases
when the test is s little more severe
than in he and my mate C^-ikes ends j
.
Is the upshot that case is moribund,
that our remaining case-forms are
doomed to extinction, that there is be-
hind them no essential notion or in-
stinct of case itself, that no fuss
whatever need be made about the matter,
that the articles of which a. list was
given above are much ado about nothing,
and that the right policy is to let the
memory of case fade away as soon as we
can agree whether I or me, she or her
,
who or wh om is to "Be the survivor of
Its pair? Possibly It is; Subjunctives
are nearly dead; case too may be mortal;
but that fight to a finish between I
and me and the other pairs will be a
lengTEy affair and for as long as it
lasts the invisible cases will have
their visible champions to muster around.

Yet in spite of all this, Fowler gives us "a con-
fession of faith in case as an enduring fact".
However, we feel that one might be justified
from the facts he gives in arriving at a some-
what different conclusion, and certainly one
ought not to be pedantic, even though he may wish
to be instrumental in "improving" the speech of
his students.
Let us see what can be said about some com-
i
mon errors in cnse.
Between you and I is one of the most
common errors we make. We would not
say between I and you , and a moment's
thought will show that both of these
pronouns are equally the objects of
the preposition betv-een . You happens
to be the form used for both the nomi-
native and the objective case, but I
is the nominative and me is the ob-
jective form for the first person
singular. The object of a preposition
is in the objective case."
Henry Sweet is probably as conservative as
Fowler, and certainly as well and as favorably
known. On this particular question he plays into
ii Between You and Me is Correct.
Wrong:
Right
:
Between you and _I that
cashier will lose his job
some day.
Between you and me that
cashier will lose his job
some day.
1. Fottler, op. cit., p. 130

1the hands of the liberal:
"In Early Modern English the U3;<ge was
more unsettled thnn it Is now, the
nominative being as freely substituted
for the objective -s vice-versa, as in
such constructions as 'tween you and I .
You and I were so frequently joiner! to-
gether as nominatives, you p.nd I will
go together
,
etc., that the three words
formed a sort of group-compound whose
last element became invariable."
Perhaps the s^me explanations would cover the
2
following:
" Ob fleet of Infinitive .
Wrong: Higher prices have a tend-
ency to make you and _I keep
our stock low.
Right: Higher prices have a tend-
ency to make you and me keep
our stock low.
Both of these pronouns are the objects
of the infinitive to make and require
the objective f orm.
"
5
Also this:
" Case of Apposition .
Wrong: I work for that man, he who
was made chairman.
Right: I work for that man, him who
was made chairman.
He is wrong and him is correct, because
him is in apposition with man ; that is,
it means the ssme thing as man . Man is
in the objective case, object of the
preposition for . Although, in general,
a. pronoun agrees with its a-ntecedent in
gender and number but not in case, a
noun or pronoun in apposition with,
another is in the same case as that
other. Him is the objective form."
T~. Sweet, H., New Knglish Grammar
, p. 340, part~ I
2. Fottler, op~I cit
.
,
p. 131
3 . Ibid

Fowler, so far as I onn see, would endorse this
explanation; at any rate the one he fives is
1
very similar:
"First tin a certain croup of tempta-
tions! in frequency and deadliness
comes the personal pronoun in a place
requiring the objective case followed
by a relative that must be subjective,
when there is a temptation to regard
he -who or they-who as a single word
that surely cannot need to have the
question of case settled twice over
for it. ...
"
2
Let us again proceed with our text:
"Subject of Unexpressed Verb .
.:rong: She is a. better typist than
me
.
Right: "SHe is a better typist than
I.
In this sentence, the verb of the last
clause is understood. If it were ex-
pressed that clause would read, than I
am . The fact that am is understood
,
and not expressed, does not make it
correct to regard the pronoun as the
object of than . Than
,
by the way, is
a conjunction, and does not take an
object .
"
3
Jespersen has something to say on this matter.
After having quoted a sentence from Trollope
(Duke's Ch. i, 221,) (a lady says) "She Cshould
be} two inches shorter than me." then Jespersen
says
:
Tl Fowler, H. W., op. cit., p. 68
~"
2. Fottler, op. cit., p. 128
3. Jespersen, Otto, Progres
s
in Language
,
p. 199
t
"This U3e of the accusative after t han
,
of which Bishop Lowth in his grammar
(1762, p. 145) is already able to
quote many examples, from the writings
of Swift, Lord Bolingbroke, Prior, etc.
is now so universal as to be considered
the normal construction; that is, to
the general feeling than is a preposi-
tion as well as a conjunction.
"
And then he goes on for some two pages .strengthen-
ing his argument and closes his discussion of
1
than whom thus
:
"I only once remember having found
than who, namely in the sentence,|n
Wr. George Withers, than who no
one hns written more sens ibly on this
subject.' and then it occurs in the
book on The King 1 s Eng llsh (p. 358)
by ? rr. Washington Moon, who is con-
stantly regulating his own and others'
language by what in his view ought to
be rather than what really Is^ the usage
of the English nation."
This last quotation suggests that we now
turn to the sentences in our text which deal with
2
the distinction between who and whom, whoever and
whomever
:
" Object of Verb :
Wrong: Who did the auditor consult?
Right: Whom did the auditor consult
hen this sentence is changed to its
natural order, it reads, 'The auditor
did consult whom.' The pronoun is the
object of the verb did consult , there-
fore the objective form whom is re-
quired. Who is the nominative form;
therefore incorrect."
T~. Jespersen, utto, Progress in Language
,
p.~201
2. Fottler, Marion G., op. ciTT, p. lay

1Let us again quote Jespersen:
"Before the verb the nominative comes
to be used in many cases where the
accusative was required by the rules
of the old language, besides a few
isolated instances, that may be more
or less doubtful, this is the case of
who
,
as the natural position of this
pronoun is always at the beginning of
the sentence, the verb as a rule,
following immediately after it. For
Middle English examples of who and
whom see below, section 178; it
w ou Id be an easy matter to find hun-
dreds of examples from the Modern
English period."
After giving a page of Middle English examples,
2
he goes on:
"As regards Shakespeare's use of who
in the objective case, it must suf-
fice to refer to Al. Schmidt's Lexicon
under the interrogative pronoun he
gives fifteen quotations .. .Under the
relative pronoun he adduces twelve
quotations for who as an accusative,
followed again by and etc . and by
eleven references to passages in which
the oldest editions give different
readings. It is well worth noting
that where such variations of reading
ere found it is nearly always the
earliest editions that find fault with
this and replace it by whom ; most
modern editors and reprinters add the
-m everywhere in accordance with the
rules of grammar, showing thereby that
they hold in greater awe the school
masters of their own childhood than
the poet of all ages."
Greig, who is always zealous in his radicalism,
could not be expected to ignore such a fertile
1. Jespersen, Otto, irogress of Language
,
p. 214
2. Ibid, p.p. 215-6

1
field, lie says:
"This pedantry, thia schoolmarmery
afflicting otherwise intelligent
Americans, was displayed at the In-
ternational Conference on English
that met at the Royal Society of
Literature in June, 1927. According
to the newspaper reports - which are
all I hove to go on - some at least
of the English representatives talked
sense; Professor Dover Wilson, and
r. J. C. Squire especially. On the
other hand, :.r. kobert Underwood
Johnson, secretary of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters, and
formerly U. S. Ambassador to Italy
seems to have been cut to the heart
by the growing use of who for whom
in ordinary speech, and another
American, Dr. henry S. Canby fussed
about the usage he don't , which he
said was fouling the language worse
than the cannibalism of who . To
which the only suitable answer is in
American - Funki Every sensible
English-speaker on both sides of the
Atlantic says, "Who were you ta Iking
to?" and the sooner we begin to write
"IT the better. /horn is a relic of the
bad old days when inflections were
cherished for their own sake...."
But although such a harangue is perhaps un-
called for, and even might be said to be in poor
taste, we as sober students of language usage can-
2
not afford to ignore the fact that Jespersen de-
votes a whole chapter - ninety-six pages - to case
shifting, which not only indicates the strength of
the tendencies to shift case forms in the past;
1. Greig, op. cit
. ,
p. 22
2. Jespersen, Progress in Language etc., Chap.
VII, p.p. 182-278
" ~~
»<
and reveals the prevalent disregard of case form
among our greatest men of letters, but eeens to
presage an Inevitable trend towards the simplifi-
cal ion "ii'i frp-nb' rlzn t.inn of who-whos
e
^whom
.
SPLICE SMS due to TAUTOLOGY . We have seen
how one plural form has sometimes had another
super-imposed upon it, as foil:
,
folks
,
but per-
haps all of us do not realize how deep seated is
the tendency in language to make "assurance doubl
sure .
"
Besides notiner this tendency where the mean-
1
ing of a word is reinforced by a synonym as:
"The Wool profits were again made the
subject- of another attack by Mr.
Mackinder last night .
"
We must take note of certain grammatical evi-
dences of this phenomena.
Violations of good usage in comparative and
superlative forms of adjectives and adverbs come
first to mind.
2
In our text we find the following:
" Use of Comparative degree .
Wrong: The storehouse is the old -
est of the two buildings.
Right: The storehouse is the old-
er of the two buildings.
T~, Fowler, op. cit. p. 596
2. Fottler, op. cit., p. 134
(
O lder ia the correct form because the
comparative form should be used when
two individuals pre being compared."
1
Yet, wouldn't we all agree with Curme:
"Something similar to the pleonasm of
older English was its excess of ex-
pression in using the superlative of
two, which etill survives in colloquial
and popular speech as in the sma llent
of the two . We all say Put your best
foot foremost .
"
"Doubling of comparison," Mesfield remarks,
"not now allowed was once common." He quotes
Shakespeare's "Let not my worser spirit tempt me
again." (King Lenr, iv, 6) Nevertheless, doub-
ling of comparison is often heard in popular
speeca as in worser for instance. Moreover among
our comparative and superlative forms, in liter-
ary English we often run across two words which
embody this phenomenon, as nearer , and lesser
,
which embody double comparative endings; besides
former
,
which represents the comparative er added
to the superlative for-ma , and nearest , which
shows an est added to a comparative form.
3
Nes field throws some light on the history of
comparison in English which shows that four dif-
T. Curme~J op. cit., p. 247
"
2. Nesfield, English Grammar
,
Past and Present
,
p.p. 237-8.
3. Ibid, p. 326
((
hi;
ferent modes of expressing comparison have ex-
isted. The detail of these four modes we may
omit here, but It is certainly inter sting to
note that only one of the four is analytical.
That is the one which employs more for the com-
parative and most for the superlative. It was
first seen in the fourteenth century owing,
Nesfield thinks, to French influence; but, at any
rate, it admirably illustrates the appearance of
new analytic devices as soon as inflection breaks
down.
Another section of our text likewise deals
1
with comparison:
"Ad jectives that are Incapable of Com-
paris oru
Less Exact: Our catalog is the
most complete ever pub-
lished
•
More Exact: Our catalog is the most
nearly complete ever
published.
The meaning of complete is such that
it, like square
,
round
,
vertical
,
is
theoretically perfect in the positive
form; therefore incapable of compari-
son. Although we know that practicall:/
nothing is perfect, and understand
that most writers use these words rela-
tively, it is somewhat better usage to
change most complete to most nearly
complete or the whole sentence could be
recast: Our catalog is more nearly com-
plete than any other published."
I .Fottler
,
op. cit., p. 154

1
Under "Pleonastic Comparison" Curme says
in comfirmotion of this interpretation.
"While we today in general avoid pleo-
nastic comparison we do not feel such
forms as more perfect , dead er , deadest
,
more unique , etc
.
, as pTeonast I c
,
since we hnve In mind degrees of ap-
proach to something perfect, dead or
unique .
"
Another explanation covering perf ec ter , ex -
tremist
, veriest and d i. vines
t
is given by Louise
2
Pound as "hyperbolical efforts to intensify".
But it is certainly more common among good writers
to intensify thus: by far the most , the very
w orst and the lowest of the low , as Nesfield points
3"
out
.
Another instance of this tendency is seen in
" of foilov.'ed by a genitive " , as that book of
James ! s .
It occurs also in double negation, which, as
we all realize, is a point for special attack by
the grammarians. A. study of English language
throws a good deal of light on this phenomenon:
5
As Jespersen points out,
Tl Uurme
,
op. cit., p. 247
2. Found, Comparison of Adjectives etc., p. 77,
section 77 (2)
5. Nesfield, English Grammar
,
Past and Present
,
p. 327
4. Nesfield, Historical English and Derivation
,
p. 149
5. Jespersen, Progress in Language, p. 38
*
"In old Bnglliti it was n regular idiom
to soy: 'Man man nyste n;m /ing' -
No man knew nothing."
1
Krnpp adds:
"But for hundreds of years throughout
the whole of the Anglo-Saxon and the
Middle English periods, the cultivated
English language employed two negatives
to express negative meaning."
Curme moreover, points out that double nega-
tion is still common in current popular speech,
and that in the past, as in the present, it was
"felt stronger as two or three nails are stronger
than one." lie explains its disappearance as the
result of Latin influence.
In summing up we feel that here, in tautology,
is a good field in which to study the conflict be-
tween the primary end of language: to be under-
stood ;and the most fundamental law of style :
reader economy. As regards the first, we see that
the speaker feels that his hearer may either miss
the point or underevaluate its significance if
he, as speaker, does not give it weight. There-
fore he wisely uses repetition as the most ef-
fective device to achieve his ends. But as re-
gards reader economy, we see if the reader un-
derstands and properly evaluates the importance
1. Krapp, Knowledge of English
,
p. 156
2. Curme, op. cit., p. 154

of the message on its being given once, he resents
repetition, finds himself wenried and eventually
ceases to pay heed. With the flagging of atten-
tion, the speaker sees the nr-ed of applying more
force to his utterance and so continues this genu-
ine interplay of speaker, hearer and message,
which the person who fails to look on language as
alive entirely misses.
SOLECISMS CONNECTED VITH VERBS . The verb, as
the principal word of the sentence naturally has
undergone many changes mostly in the direction of
levelling. Although the verb in English has
never been so complicated as the paradigms in
text books have led us to believe, nevertheless
it is a huge task to adequately treat of the his-
torical aspects of the verb, in all its properties
of number, tense, person, voice and mode. Verbs
may be classified in various ways, according to
one or another basis. Classified according to
their manner of forming their principal parts,
Old English verbs were of two types: strong and
weak.
The strong verbs were those which formed
their past tense by vowel gradation, as s ing
,
sang
,
sung ; while weak verbs were those which
formed their past tense by adding the suffix de
(<
1or te to the si em of the present tense. Al-
though both strong nnrl weak verbs were exlstant
in Gothic, oar oldest Germanic ancestor r»mong
lnnguryes; the strong verb is probably thfc older.
However, since the dawn of history in England,
all new verbs have been of the weak conjugation,
and many strong verbs have become weak.
The teacher who sets out to become informed
as to the details of these classes of verbs has
a long row to hoe; and probably will not succeed
for some time in gathering data which she can
authoritatively relay to her classes. Even so,
the process of learning is a salutary one - for
it completely sweeps away whatever traces of
conceit or bigotry remain as regards her know-
ledge of language. After a period of investi-
gating this subject she will no longer be con-
temptuous of the person who has lived provin-
cially so that he lags behind standard usage,
or who lacked those slightly superior advantages
which, to be sure may lift her high enough to
know what is today correct, but which neverthe-
less, fail to bridge the gap between current
usage and linguistic history. The process of
~T~. Nesfield, English 'Grammar
,
Past and Present
,
p. 340
~
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learning for the man-in-the-otreet and for the
teacher is the snme; she should be the better
equipped to get results; but I am quite candid*
in predicting from experience thnt she will not
make any too rapid headway in her task, and
should therefore be patient and understanding
with those who, a step below her, are struggling
too. And if she as a teacher of English can say,
"What difference does historical English make
to me?" let her not chide the Son of Martha who
has a better excuse than hers for his attitude
of indifference towards the niceties of expres-
sion which are really obscure, highly technical,
and always shifting.
SOLECISMS CONNECTED WITH VERBS . Most of the
changes in verbs have come about through analogy,
which is one of the essentials of logical reason-
1
ing. As Krapp says:
"When the characteristic verbal func-
tions of verbs are expressed in the
same language, the tendency is always
to express them in the same way."
Nevertheless analogy does not always hold
good. Sling
,
s lang , s lung and swing
,
swang
,
swung must be challenged, although spring
,
sprang
,
sprung may have acted as their model.
If a man knows shine
,
shone
,
shone is cor-
iirapp, Knowledge of English, p. 116
(
reot, why should he be suspicious of begin , be -
gun
,
begun unless he knows whnt the professional
does: that analogy does not say the lost word
in the establishment of good usage.
Not only the half-educated, but those who
on first blush pass muster go out of their way
to say proven instead of proved --'istakenly be-
lieving it to be irregular. College students
today are very prone to affect proven ; although
"wrong" in so doing they are following the prac-
1
tice of good writers of the post.
Many solecisms arise from ignorance of the
2
proper form of the verbs. Let us examine a few.
" Correct Verb Form.
Wrong: We have w e nt over your
specifications carefully.
Right: We have gone over your
specifications carefully.
Gone is the correct form because the
past participal is required to com-
bine with have to express the present
tense. Lent is the form for the past
tense .
"
History tells us that gone and went are
parts of different verbs, and so the conjugation
of _go like that of be is for this reason very
irregular.
Other verbs are even more so; some such as
TZ Murine
,
op . gTTT] ph\" 70"
2. Pottler, op. cit., p. 135
cI
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ou/'/nt and must, are defective; some like worth
,
and hight have practically disappeared; and still
others BUOh as d_o and have exist partly or even
chiefly as tbose empty words which monosyllabic
languages require for auxiliaries. Do has a
value for shading thoughts; have in various forms
performs an office in forcing the perfect tenses;
and shall ^nd will
,
aside from their special uses,
are indispensable adjuncts in forming the periphra s-
tic future tense.
The history of all of the verbs mentioned,
and others such as can
,
dare
,
may and wot is very
interesting and instructive - nay, it is indispen-
sable as equipment for grammar- tea ching , even in
elementary schools.
Perhaps no phase of verbal usage has been
so confusing and controversial as shall and will
as auxiliaries to express futurity on the one
hand and volition on the other,
SHALL AIT' WILL . Three of the common errors
in our list were concerned with the correct use
of shall and w ill . Theoretically, the grammarian
1
might decide as we have in our text.
" Simple Futurity .
Wrong: I will appreciate your ef-
f orts
.
Right: I shall appreciate your ef-
forts .
TT bottler, op . cit
. ,
p.p. 136-7
f
Since the writer' means to express
simple futurity, he should remember
that the first person singular and
plural takes shall, and that the
second and third person singular and
plural takes will under* these condi-
tions .
Determination .
Wrong: I am determined you will
not go.
Right: I am determined you shall
not go.
When emphatic assurance or determina-
tion is to be expressed as it is in
'You shall not gol 1 'I will tool 1 the
forms used are the reverse of those
used to express futurity.
' Sha 1 1 ' and ' V: ill' in questions .
Wrong: When will you finish that
work?
Right: When shall you finish that
work?
Shall is correct because in asking a
question the form should be used which
is expected in the answer: 'I shall
be through by five o'clock'."
Another pair of sentences involve would and should
"
'Would 1 and ' Should
'
Wrong: I would appreciate your best
efforts
.
Right: I should appreciate your
best efforts
.
Should is required, because should and
would (wherever either car, be used)
follow the same rules as shall and
will "
Practically, we may admit that these distinc-
tions do not hold, but first let us present the
conflicting, views.
<
1
Logan Penrsall Smith commits himself thUiS
"One of the most elaborate and wonder-
ful achievements of the Genius of the
Language in modern, times is the dif-
f oi-cut In t Lon of t <; uses of ghal 1 and
will
, a distinction not observed by
earlier writers, and so complicated
that It can hardly be mastered by
those born in parts of the British
Islands in which it has not been estab-
lished,"
2
On which Greig characteristically comments:
"Presumably Mr. Fowler was born in the
right part of the British Islands, for
he is in t'^e know, he has been per-
mitted to spy into this Eleusinian
mystery and he has divulged it - in
six and a half columns of Modern English
Usage. For my part, I do not under-
stand it, and never shall (or will).
But I confess that I am not greatly dis-
turbed thereat, since I find myself in
very good and numerous company - about
95% of the English-speaking in the
world. Scotsmen will have none of
this wire-drawn flapdoodle about shall
and will , shou ld and would ; neither
will irishmen, "Americans , or the great
majority of Englishmen; so it may be
safely handed over to Oxford and Cam-
bridge dons to play with for as long
a time as it continues to amuse them."
3
Now hear what ^urrne says:
"In older English shall was used as a
future in all three persons, but the
idea of compulsion, constraint, so
intimately associated with it in the
second and third person, as in all the
examples .just given, aroused the feel-
ing that it was here not a suitable
form to express the pure future, so
T~, Greig, op . cit . p. 65, quoting smith, The
English Language, p. 29
2. TbTcI
3. ^urme, op. cit. p. 228
(
that it wa8 here gradually replaced by
the more polite will . Th# new u3age
of employing shall in the firat peraon
and will in the second and third has by
reason of its expresaivenea8 become
more or less established in the liter-
ary language, but as it ia a natural
expression only to the people of Eng-
land proper j who have developed it,
deviations from the rule are not in-
frequent. Outside of England proper
there has cone into wide uae in collo-
quial apeech a aimpler pure future,
formed by employing will in all three
persona. Aa thia ia a natural Ameri-
can expreasion we have conaiderntale
difficulty in learning the literary
future.
"
Probably the outstanding authority on shall
and will is Mr. Charles C. Fries, from whose
scholarly discussion we quote two or three con-
clusions only:
1. He decries the attitude of grammarians
1
on this subject:
"As a corollary of these purposes we
find one attitude of the grammarians
increasingly prominent after the
middle of the 18th century. It is
t ie definite repud iation of usage
even that of the "best authors", as
the standard of correctness - a doc-
trine of original grammatical sin."
2. He briefly restates in his conclusions
2
the lack of thoroughly accepted views:
"A. survey of the discussions of shall
and will since the early 19th century
and especially of those since 1900
reveals much conflict of opinion and
no thoroughly accepted vievjs c oncern-
T~, Fries, The Periphrastic future etc., p. 980
2. Ibid, pT~T022 ~~
(<
ing (a) the present state of the usage
of these two words, (b) the meaning
and trend of the development of that
usage, (c) the causes which have given
rise to it."
3. He appeals to history to throw its light
1
on the subject:
"There are several distinct stages in
the development of the conventional
rules for Shall and Will . The first
suggestion found in English grammars
of a differentiation of use between
the two words appears in 1622, in
Mason's Gra' > in ire Angloise . V.'allis 1
Grammatical Linguae Angllcanae (1653)
first gives a definite rule concern-
ing a Shall with the first person to
correspond to a ill with the second
and third. The beginnings of the con-
ventional rules for interrogative
sentences are not to be found until
.Lowth's A Short Intr oduction to Eng-
lish Grammar (1762). The complete
scheme of conventional rules of Shall
and ;7ill is first outlined in all
essentials in the discussion given in
the grammar of William Ward (1765).
Not until 1795 with Lindley Murray's
famous grammar is this complete
scheme of conventional rules repeated
and it does not become a common
feature of English or American gram-
mars until after the first quarter of
the 19th century."
2
4. He concludes:
"For the present generation 'ill pre-
dominates in all three persons . This
condition probably necessitates the
repudiation of the conventional rule
that a_ 1st person with Shall corre-
sponds to a 2nd and 3rd with Will .
"
The Shall and '. ill controversy then may pos-
sibly be dismissed as not profitable in leading
T~, Fries, The Periphrastic -future etc., p. 980
2. Ibid, p. 1023
(
to a definite conclusion; but I feel that to dis-
miss it before one has waded through it is to
miss a valuable experience; for there, If any-
where, one may see the difficulties of gathering
the evidence Which should afterwards, presumably,
be submitted to that test of good usage which
asks of any expression, "Is it reputable?"
Inflections in verbs for person show them-
selves in the third person singular by the ending
in s. Thus we have: I do , you do but he does .
Occasionally we hear he do , but certainly not so
often as he don't.
Let us glance at these examples in our* text:
" Contraction oi 'do not 1
.rong: This customer don 1 t pay his
bills promptly.
Right: This customer doesn '
t
pay
his bills prompTTyT
Don '
t
is the contraction for do not
,
not does not . The third person singu-
lar of the verb is a special form which
is often incorrectly used when it is
contracted in the negative, '-^he fol-
lowing forms are correct.
Below we run across the inflection for per -
son again, under a different psychology, which
±~. Fottler
,
op. cit
.
,
p. 126
1
I do
you do
he does
I don't
you don't
he doesn't"
c
involves an incorrect conception as to what conati-
1
tutea the subject of the sentence.
"Correct Form of Third Person Singular
of Verb .
rong: The price of these articles
vary *
Right: The price of these articles
varies .
The subject of this sentence is price
(not articles ) . Price is singular,
the verb must also be singular, Va rles
is the proper form for the third per-
son singular of this verb."
The question has already arisen as to v/hether
we ought to "get rid of" the s_ ending in does .
Greig definitely says, "Yes" - and points to the
2
dropping of the th in doth as a precedent.
5
Curme makes allowance for he don't colloquially;
and Nicholas Murray Butler is said to have used
it in a recent radio broadcast.
The rise of the Fassive Voice is an instance
of the analytical method of solving language pro-
blems. Old English had but one voice, the active;
yet granting that it was needed as much then as
now, in so far as the passive voice was expressed
4
it was conjugated analytically.
However, it is not grammatically but rhetor-
1. Fottler, op. cit., p. 124
2. Greig, op. cit., p. 23.
3. Curme, °P« eit
.
, p. 156
4. Nesfield, English Grammar
,
Fast ; Present
,
p. 337
"
L
ically that the passive voice fails - it is cor-
reot, if you will, but not effective; yet withal
it is useful occasionally to preserve a coherent
ooint of view.
1
Below is tin example:
" Leak Passive Voice
.
\7eak: Your order is being shipped
without delay.
Strong: We pre shipping* your order
promptly
.
Is being shipped is the passive form
of the verb. THe sentence does not
tell who is shipping the order. It
lacks the strength which comes from
the active voice."
Some solecisms are involved in the inflec-
tions for the subjunctive mode. In Latin and
Greek and in Old. English the use of the subjunc-
2
tive was much more general than it is now; and
since all of these languages were highly inflected
a subjunctive form was quite in order.
Jespersen points out that in modern English
many so-called subjunctive clauses are no longer
either subjunctive or indicative; so that when
an occasionally real subjunctive does appear, it
is natural for both Englishmen and Americans to
3
use the indicative instead.
1. Pottler
,
op. c i t
.
, p . 137
2. Krapp, Knowledge of English Grammar
,
p. 168
5. Jespersen, The History of English Language
Considered in its relation to Other Subjects
,
p. 213
'
V ,-
To be sure, the sublunctive appears in cur-
1
rent poetry Find In other "elevnted" expression,
but the fact that there, rather than elsewhere,
it is conspicuous is but additional evidence that
it is, or is becoming, archaic.
Then there is the split infinitive! The
sentences given for particular discussion in our
2
text are:
" Split Infinitive .
Wrong: I need to immediately investi -
gate the error.
Right: I need to investigate the error
immecU p.Tely .
"
We need not review the discussion of the error in
the text for it was directly attributable to
Curme. Rather, we shall presently quote Curme on
this point, with the question in mind: Should we
label the split infinitive r ong ?
We see that the matter involved is word-or-
der, a thing which analytical languages ever
strive to fix; and as always, the speaker or
writer rebels against an iron-clad determination.
Here then is an outstanding example of a sharp
conflict in tendencies; for although Jespersen
points out the ultimate advantage that accrues to
the writer when he effects reader economy, he does
TT ivrapp, Know led ge
~
~of English
,
p. 168
2. Fottler" op. cit. p . 137
((
all in vain, apparently to judge by Murine's dis-
1
cuss Ion:
"The wide use of the split infinitive
is another indication that English
has been moving. The case of this
construction is briefly put in the
Grammar in Articles 209 and 108. In
the history of grammatical controversy
no construction has ever been so bit-
terly attacked as the split infinitive.
Many years ago the author began to
study the historical development of
the construction and found that it has
been in use in the literary language
since the 14th century and has often
been employed by our best writers.
Some of the most beautiful utterances
of our great masters of prose contain
split infinitives ... .This growth....
represents the widening conflict in
which the English mind is engaged for
fuller expression of its thought • • •
.
The inclination to change, everywhere
apparent in colloquial speech has al-
ways been characteristic of a. live
people. These new expressions and new
constructions should be viewed with
interest rather than with distrust.
To judge by past history of our lan-
guage a number of them will some time
be taken over into the literary lan-
guage, for they are more expressive
than the corresponding literary forms.
Krapp expounds the origin for the split in-
2
finitive thus:
"The sign of the infinitive with the
accompanying verb is therefore by
origin a prepositional phrase, and on
logical grounds, nothing prevents. the
separation of a preposition and its
object by an intervening word. One
may say The futility of further re-
sistance w a
s
apparent, or 'i'he TuTTlity
T~, Curme
,
op. clt., p.p. iii-Iv
2. Krapp, Knowledge of English, p. 152

of further resisting wm 3 a nun ront
,
"and ns logically para lie 1 to these
constructions, we might hove a split
infinitive, as in it became apparent
that to further resTst was futile.
Th 1 s Ts t'ne lo.cicr>l argument for the
split infinitive."
Fowler does not come down heavily for or
against it; and Greig, of course, positively ad-
vocates it; for, without an appeal to sounder mo-
1
tives, he avers that everyone is afraid of it.
All in all, there is plenty of room and
reason for studying the historical grammar of
verbs if one is to ask where and how is our lan-
guage going,
SOLECISMS CENTERING AROUND THE TENDENCY FOR
WORDS TO C-ANC^ THEIR FUNCTIONS . Although as a
matter of fact we have more words than ideas, we
are very likely to use one word as several parts
of speech. Sometimes these alternate uses are
acceptable - sometimes they are not.
2
For instance, we ask:
.
"Which ? Fr epos it ion or Conjunction .
Wrong: We cannot deliver the car
on time without you drive
it over the road.
Right: We cannot deliver the car
on time unless you drive it
over the road.
Unless should have been used instead
of without because it is followed by
2. Fottler, op. cit. p. 158

a clause; that is, o group of words
containing a subject and predicate.
( You is the subject; drive the predi-
caTe verb) i'he clause must be In-
troduced by a subordinate conjunction
rather than a preposition. > ithout ,
like, and except are all prepositions
w 1 1 i c 1 1 are commonly mistaken for con-
junctions •
(a) These goods faded as_ the oer-
cales did.
(b) i cannot succeed u.iless I work,
(not, except 1 work. )
"
Likewise we may feel it necessary to resist
the use of the adjective for the adverb as in the
1
following:
"Ad jective or Adverbial Mod if ier ?
Wrong: ''-'' is is a real good type-
writer •
Right: This is a really good
typewriter
•
Typewriter is a noun, described by
good, an adjective. Good is in turn
mod Ified by really. Only adverbs can
modify adjectives, so the word which
modifies the adjective good must be
an adverb. The adverbial form of
real is really .
The sentences which follow illustrate
other instances of the confusion be-
tween adjectives and adverbs.
(a) The improved device turned out
work much more quickly
.
(not
much quicker ) The adverbial
phrase much more quickly modi-
fies the verb turned 'out .
(b) John is faithful; he does as
well as he can. (not, as good
r
na ho can ) The adverb well
mod 1 fit 3 the verb d oos .
(o) That box seems uncommonly
heavy, (not, uncommon heavy)
UtlOOmmonly modifies the predi-
cate ad iective heavy which fol-
lows f' e linking verb seems .
li en vy modifies the noun bo"x .
(d) This principle works d if
f
erently
(not, different ) Dlff erently
modifies the verb works .
(e) The chimney ought to draw s ome -
what better after being built up
( not , some better ) The adverb
s omewhat modifies the ad i e c t ive
better ."
Although I know of no dissenting voice to
our verdict, there is no need of being smug as
far as the use of one part of speech for another
is concerned.
Before we leave the adjective adverb contro-
versy, let us notice that Curme advocates the
"simple" form of a "real" adverb before an adject-
ive, explaining our predilection for it as owing
to the influence of such compounds as w ide-open .
Thus he says we may say pretty cold
,
might s low
1
or new-laid eggs ; but not new -opened street .
Nesfleld gives us loud
,
hard, fas
t
,
bright
,
full and right as words which have the same form
for the adjective and adverb.
T~. Curme
,
op. cit. p. 149
2. Nesfield, English Grammar , Past and Present
,
p. 560
~~
(
1Of this same class Kranp says:
"Another set of ndverbs which are simi-
larly branded as Incorrect because
they violnte t^e principle that adverbs
must end in -ly are those ndverbs that
have no endings. Adjectives of course
are accepted quite freely as adjectives
even though they have no distinctive
adjective ending. Thus words like .ard
soft
,
swift
,
slow
,
quick
,
fast
,
right
,
wrong
,
and dozens of words like these
,
are never questioned as proper adject-
ive forms. Yet when these words are
used as adverbs in the same form they
are often rejected as incorrect. Some
of them to be sure may not have a form
ending in -ly . If one wishes to use
hard or fast os an ndverb, the only
poss ible way to do so is to use them
in the undifferentiated adjective form,
as in strike hord and often , or my
watch runs fast . When usage permits
a form ending in -ly
,
however, the
analogic theorist insists that the
form in -ly is the only correct adver-
bial form. But in a sentence like
the blow s fell thick and heavy , it
would be absurd to change thick to
thickly or heavy to he a vilyT71
Let us go further and find how great a
tendency has existed to use one part of speech
for another.
Some "adverbs have been formed from pronom-
inal stems", says Nesfield, for which he cites a
well-constructed table of forms in proof: among
2
them are where , whither , when , how, why and what .
Some adverbs have b<=en formed by case endings
of nouns, ps: anyways , betimes , besides , unawares
XT Krapp, Knowledge of English
,
p. 121
2. Ne s f i e Id , £n g 1 i s h~TTr armia
r
,
Fast and Present
,
p. 561
r
1and nowadays .
So-colled "adverbial objectives" - "adverbs
ex-'ressiriF time, space, amount and tbe locative
adverb," says Krapp, "in the earlier stages of
the language were inflected for the objective
2
case.
"
Conjunctions have sprung from other parts of
speech, especially pronouns, adjectives, adverbs
3
and prepositions or their compounds,
Self is an example of an Old English adject-
ive which afterwards, in the Tudor Period, became
a noun, as in the phrase: one 1 s better self ; but
which is now generally met with as an adjective
4
in combination with a pronoun - as: himself *
Some nouns have become adjectives as: cheap,
5
chief
,
dainty
,
rnest and proof .
Bye-ones is an example of a former participal
now used as a noun.
Such an array, which no doubt might be aug-
mented, is adequate evidence of the point we have
been discussing, i.e. the interchangeability of
parts of speech. A more intensive study of these
phenomena is well-calculated to give depth of
T~. K'esfield, English Grammar , Past and Present ,"
p. 359
2. Krapp, Elements of English Grammar
,
p. 201
3. Ne s f i e id
,
EngTTsh~Grammar
,
Past and Present
,
p. 368
4. Nesfield, Historical English and Derivation
,
p.p. 158-9
5. Ibid, p. 153
6. Ibid, p. 154
r
background to the conception and teaching of syn-
tax and beyond question would lead to great abil-
ity not only to appreciate the unique quality of
great R'nglish prose; but also to the creation of
a terse, virile and idiomatic style.
r
"11-, !;
-d-l±-
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AVOIDANCE OF THE TWO EXTREMES . Can we not
now see how grammar may perform its unique duty
in linguistic study? Is there any further need
of Pleading that grammar be mode a liberal study
as far from the old orthodoxy with its miscon-
ceived mission to reform and order language usage,
on the one hand, as it is from that anarchy which
professes to be able to give language training to
English speaking youth without the study of gram-
mar at all?
Grammar as a body of conventions will prob-
ably exist as long as language itself exists.
We cannot talk about abolishing grammar; but
merely of not learning or teaching it formally.
Conceivably, one might be radical enough to say
that he would not observe these conventions;
but he probably could not communicate his gospel
of anarchy without using some of the very devices
he deprecates. In fact, we do not find the argu-
ments for throwing grammar overboard couched in
ungrammatical phraseology, for such expression,
as even the radical knows, would be most unef-
fective for his purpose.
rc
Yet in speaking or writing one may ignore
certain current conventions, especially those
which have to do with inflections, and thereby
set himself out of tune with the standards of
good usage. But what will so doing profit him?
Little, except the reputation for being radical
among those who are aware of his intent. To the
rank and file he will appear rude and ignorant;
for dear are the observances of language conven-
tions to most educated persons. Too vainly dear,
perhaps one would say; but at any rate so dear
that these persons count upon their knowledge
and practice of these conventions to augment their
prestige as men and women of learning and refine-
ment. As for us, let it be said that we keep the
middle ground, neither approximating the radical
point of view nor closing our eyes to current
language facts, observances and tendencies.
THE EI.GLISH LANG-UAC- E 1^ AMERICA . In America
we without question have been using English under
peculiar conditions. We have been always far away
from England, geographically, but after the Ameri-
can -^evolution especially, we were out of accord
with her spiritually. Indeed, there were some,
of whom Noah Webster was notably one, who were
actually as anxious to throw off her language as

hor rule. Thus in America, Enrlish mvi3t be re-
garded as a transplanted language, and as such,
in accordance with general linguistic lav/3, it
is bound to lap- somewhat behind the current stan-
dard usage of the "old country".
The Puritan is said to have carried over his
1
"moral earnestness" into language, which is not
surprising, since language is bound to reflect
the life of its users. However, this tendency
is precisely what is responsible for the laying
down of so many "rules" in grammar textbooks.
Thus it comes about that the practice of regard-
ing grammar as a normative rather than a descrip-
tive science is a typically American phenomenon;
quite at variance with the general attitude of
the English.
Besides being isolated as a whole, our do-
main has been composed of more or less remote
communities where dialects have flourished but
lightly touched by many of those influences which
have been at work in re-forming the standard Amer
ican usage.
Ever since the American Revolution, and pos-
sibly before, a good deal of conflict has raged
McKnlght, George H., ^onservatism~in American
Spee ch, p.

between individuals who sought to profit by the
prestige whioh following foreign (e.g. English)
customs gives, and those who evinced a sturdy
instinct to achieve an independence in language
which would parallel our independence in politics
But ever there has been one thing preeminent
which Vias held us to the English language - Eng-
lish literature. American literature has never
sufficed for our mental and spiritual needs; so
that we should be loathe indeed to be cut off
from the immortal body of English writing. In
that literature the English mode of speech and
writing has prevailed. Thus, since literature is
the great conservative influence in language evol
tion, there is, in view of the wide spread of edu
cation, little prospect of too rapid changes bein
effected
.
Those persons who nevertheless are alarmed
about the possibility of English becoming degener
ate, should look back to the lesson of Middle
English history. The great Middle English period
of leveling, took place in those centuries when
the native English were illiterate, and without a
vital literature; when the English were finding
their own system of inflections inconsistent and
incongruous; and when a foreign literature of

power - In French - was making its way into the
lives of those ^axons who were above the status
of churl. Against these forces no earnestly-
moral "grammarian" would have prevailed. And if
one had, he certainly would not have been thanked
by the modern English-speaking person for having
preserved the cumbersome Old English scheme of
inflections
•
Today, in America what conditions actually
prevail? We surely have a great impact with for-
eign tongues, and undoubtedly, that impact affects
the spoken word as it exists dialectally. We have
numerous writers in slang and dialect who un-
doubtedly strengthen the impressions of these var-
ious kinds of poor English in the popular mind.
And we have a current radical movement in the di-
rection of abolishing from our schools the study
of grammar. But of that sowing of the wind we
have begun ere now to reap the whirlwind - and
our experience is proving salutary. Plus this
experience, we may also take heart in the lengthen
ing and extension of education. We have, moreover
a system of transportation which is shortening
miles, thus bringing sophistication and urbanity
to the remoter corners of our country and facili-

tating communication between England and the
United States* Finally, we have an avalanche of
current literature, with its ever-wider reading
public
.
THE INTEGRA'!' ION OF ESQ, LISH . For the sake of
English Literature alone we should cherish the
ideal of preserving the integration of the English
language, beside which t'^e purpose of the develop-
ment of an American language which w-uld become
increasingly different from the English language
in English seems an insignificant aim.
Dialects fortunately are tending to disap-
pear as we have pointed out; the written and the
spoken language we are all agreed should fairly
approximate each other, so that one may write
naturally, and speak in accordance with easily
and clearly understood language conventions.
This combination of facts and ideals is bound
to make for an international mode of expression
quite in accord with our world-wide, social and
politic? 1 ideals. As we have faith in the fu-
ture of America so we must have faith that noth-
ing will happen to her language that is not war-
ranted by her national and international life,
CERTAIN RECOMMENDATIONS . In the light of
our study we are zealous to make in conclusion
the following recommendations:
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1. V/e must recognize that language Is changing,
whether we wis'n It to or not.
2. Tliis change, in accordance with the basic
tenet that language reflects the life of the
people who use it, is presumably in the di-
rection of higher civilization.
3. Since there is abundant evidence of adverse
criticism of grammarians, it certainly be-
hooves them to place themselves squarely
above rrproach.
4. Since they themselves offer lip-service to
the creed that gmmmar is the follower, the
historian, the observer of good usage and not
its arbiter, they should be willing to abide
by trie findings of their science.
5. American grammarians should take to heart
that they are likely to be over-conservative,
since the English language is transplanted in
our country; therefore, in accordance with
universal language laws likely to be behind
current usage in the Mother Country.
6. They should face the question fairly, as to
why they are so zealous in the keeping of in-
flections; if it is because a knowledge of
the "flummeries of accidence" gives them pres-
tige among the ignorant, their aim is an un-
worthy one.
7. They should make themselves acquainted with
the wide variation which exists in the differ-
ent strata of usage, good and bad. They
should be as broad minded in adopting that
usage as are professional men in other fields -
and perhaps more so.
8. If they admit the desirability of our having
a well-integrated language - over the whole
English-speaking world - in every stratum of
society - with the two extremes in usage not
too far apart, let them be willing to go half
way to make it so.
9. Insofar as grammarians pretend to be inter-
ested in English, let them study it humbly;
and becoming immersed in it, allow it to
penetrate their being. Let them garner lan-
guage facts in lieu of forever serving up
their little store of musty rules.
<
Summary
Regardless of conflicting and inadequate
theories as to the origin of language, no author-
ity in the field of linguistics seems to dispute
the dictum that language reflects the life of the
people who use it. Yet It is only comparatively
recently that any such authority has promulgated
the logical outcome of this dictum: thai the
present clay languages of civilized peoples must
be paralleling the progress in civilization which
their users are making.
Otto Jespersen has proved by a study of com-
parative linguistic that analytic languages are
more advanced than are "entangled" (i.e. "syn-
thetic") languages. Consequently he evaluates
Oiiinese and (notably, for our purpose,) English,
very highly.
Such an evaluation involves the acceptance
of the drift toward simplification as desirable
and indicative of growth; whereas in the past
(and even by some persons at present) it has been
regarded as deplorable.
For an intelligent understanding of the evo-
lution of English, and in order to grasp what has
r
been called rather loosely the " genius of the
language," the three chief means by which it has
been possible to level inflections, at the same
tie that the communication of meaning has been
kept, for the most part, unimpaired, are worthy
of enumeration and study. These syntactical de-
vices have been: (1) the development of a fixed
word order, (2) the employment of word-tone, and
(3) the increased use of auxiliaries and "empty"
words
•
II
A BRIEF HISTORY OF EI\ GLISH LANGUAGE
The history of English language offers a
background against which to see the interplay of
retarding and accelerating forces In the process
of its evolution.
The Old. English period (700-1000 A. D.)
shows the operation of a highly inflected, almost
purely Teutonic language, as It was spoken and
written, under the influence of Latin syntax, in
the four principal Old English dialects with their
variations
•
The Middle English Period, (1000-1500 A. D.)
shows the effect of the incongruities and imper-
fections of the Old English system of syntax com-
ing into impact both with the Danish and Norman-

French tongues; with the consequent pronounced
leveling from which, after a period of depres-
sion, English emerged through four principal dia-
lects, largely, although not even yet perfectly,
on analytic language.
The Modern English period, since 1500 A. D.
shows a tongue which, in spite of certain dia-
lectal characteristics in various quarters, is
a well-integrated literary language, with a vast
international significance.
English is composite in vocabulary, but hom-
eogeneous in grammar. It has shown a tendency to
borrow words, as it has borrowed the ideas which
they signify, from those peoples with whom it has
come in contact. With this tendency has gone
another: to bend these foreign words to its own
ways. 1'hls adaptation of foreign words to English
uses proves that vocabulary and grammar are not
entirely separable; for impact with foreign lan-
guages has indeed been partly respons ibl§, if not
largely so, for the hastening of that leveling
of inflections which has made our tongue one of
the most progressive in the world.
The forces of education and learning have
had a conservative influence on ^glish language.
Admiration for the classics retarded the evolu-
i
tlon of its grammar; the invention of printing
crystalized its spelling; the vast body of lit-
erature preserved expressions and patterns of
thought which otherwise might have passed quickly
out of currenc'. Indeed, without these conserva-
tive forces, we might have seen such a shifting
of the sands as characterized the Middle English
period; and thnt indeed would have been a calam-
ity.
Thus we should study the history of our lan-
guage, as the philologists of the world are study-
ing it, for it is a unique example of the mingling
of Teutonic and Romanic language streams.
Ill
THE RELATION OF GRAMMAR TO
GENERAL LINGUISTIC STUDY
Among the over-conservative forces which
have thrown their influence against the inevitable
evolution of English towards further simplicity,
is grammar. It is our especial undertaking to
elaborate the relation of grammar to general lin-
guistic study.
Grammar, although classed as a science and
an art, is in its proper function the observer of
language as It Is employed; and not the arbiter
of its usage. Indeed, historically, it does not
r
appenr until the practical problem of communica-
tion has been solved. In so far as grammar is a
science, it is descriptive; and not as has been
commonly thought, normative. In so far as it is
an art, it appears as applied grammar and as such
is entitled to assist In developing the technic
which facilitates the economical; hence construc-
tively conventional, mode of verbal expression.
Owing to one vicissitude or another it is
apparent that certain conventions have grown in
favor. These conventions are variously valued
by different groups or strata of society. Those
who value them most highly are enabled to test
them individually by the aid of certain criteria,
the most trustworthy of which are (1) currency
of usage, (2) reput^bility of users, and (3) na-
tional breadth of usage.
On the other hand, certain other tests are
deemed invalid by the linguistic philologist; yet
these fallacious criteria have been called into
testimony by the grammarian, who, like other stu-
dents of language, should be willing to abide by
those tests which have been found legitimate in
the art of rhetoric (i.e. the effective use of
language )
•
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The grammarian should recognize the outstand-
ing ideal of usage, which is based upon the pre-
mise that the term good usa^e be broadened to in-
clude those finely shaded sub-divisions which cor-
respond to the various modes and purposes of ex-
pression, generally known as literary and collo-
quial. This ideal demands that the language of
speech and that of literature approach each other
without requiring that all the modifications be
made on one side; that side being notoriously
the oral one. Such a method of adjustment falls
short in that it blandly i^nlies the superiority
of literary usage for all purposes; an assumption
nothing short of absurd.
The realization of the ideal of which we
have been soeaking depends upon recognition that
language is in flux; that there is often room for
a difference of opinion as to what constitutes
good usage. In this realm, the linguistically
trained grsnrarian will hesitate to condemn as
"incorrect" that which may be merely the viola-
tion of a "rule" which has been framed in the
library or study, rather than deduced from
present, reputable, and national usage*
In view of these considerations, the "beset-
ting sin" of the grammarian has been his attitude

of reprobation; which should be superseded by an
attitude of humility. As for as tho "correction"
of speech is concerned, the grammarian has the
proper and permissible function of instructing
the child and the foreigner or the half -educated
adult how to overcome his typical crudities, and
how to gain the mastery of those devices which
insure terse, idiomatic, and spontaneous expres-
sion.
IV
THE APPLICATION OF THE LIBERAL METHOD
TO SOIvIE COMMON ERRORS IN GRAMMAR
Having set forth the general principle of
this thesis, it is meet that some attempt be
made to apply it to certain solecisms in relation
to certain language tendencies, some of which are
still in conflict with their opposites.
Specifically solecisms have been selected
which centre around the following tendencies: (1)
the tendency of forms for expressing number to be
disregarded; (2) the tendency for case-forms to
either shift or disappear; (3) the tendency of
forms for gender to be ignored; (4) the tendency
for tautology to be plucked out; (5) the tendency
to use one word .as more than one part of speech;
and (6) the tendency of verb-forms to be made
regular
•
(
Although not by any means exhaustive, this
discussion aims to be convincing in its evidence
that the grammarian should garner facts based
upon the sound observation of language; instead
of dogmatically concocting rules which are at
odds with the language in its effective operation.
V
WHERE DO WE STAMP?
If our study has been convincing we should
now be enthusiastic to have grammar assume its
proper place in the field of linguistic study.
On the one hand, we should not be willing for it
to usurp improper powers nor on the other should
we be willing to see it ignored in the education
of English speaking youth, further, we should
not encourage a disregard for what is deemed cor-
rect current usage, for such a disregard is un-
social and as such justly results in loss of so-
cial prestige.
In America the ^nglish language has been
subjected to a struggle basically related to
the degree with which it should conform to or
diverge from ^ritish standards of usage. It has
been stimulated towards conformity by the pres-
tige which foreign culture has been able to
maintain among American men of letters; it has

been subjected to the counter influence of diver-
gence by its position as a transplanted and com-
paratively isolated language; as which it is
bound to find itself not running in the current
of usage as it appears in the mother country.
Moreover, the language in America, the democracy
of democracies, has been the vehicle of the com-
mon people among whom certain forms not only
tend to lose caste but to persist abnormally long.
On the whole, it is only recently that our
language has developed a "national" standard, and
that with some reservations; yet, all along it
has been reflecting the life of its users. It
reflected the reaction from the American Revolu-
tion; it has expressed all too narrowly the moral
earnestness of its speakers; and it is today as
composite as the ingredients of the "Melting Pot"
are cosmopolitan.
The dialects of our wide spread country are
tending to disappear, aided by such mechanical
devices as rapid transportation - rails, wires,
and radio; mails, motor-cars, and air-planes.
Ever wider grows the reading public; ever more
voluminous is the output of literature in the
broad, and even in the restricted, sense. Edu-
cation is spreading to every corner of the
i
country, bringing not only enlightenment to the
lay-man, but also inevitably effecting the read-
justment of the grammarian to his proper service
in the field of language study.
Thus we may look forward with confidence to
the future of English; not necessarily espousing
its adoption as an international language, but
certainly with the hope that world-wide contacts
will deepen our understanding of the inevitabil-
ity of the evolution of our language; arid our
acceptance of our role as interested spectators,
who not only have neither the power to hasten or
retard changes in English to any considerable
extent; (least of all to alter the direction of
change) but who also should incorporate that will
to have a well-integrated language throughout the
English speaking world which social considerations
demand.
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